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Political correctness discussed
by Kirk Pavellch
editor-in-chief
A collection of faculty and student panelists gathered to discuss the implications of political
correctness in the Business Administration building Thursday
night.
The forum, sponsored by the
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Zeller

Taylor

Undergraduate Student
Government's National, State
and Community Affairs Committee, included a student and faculty member arguing in favor of
political correctness and a student and two faculty members
arguing against it.
Jack Taylor, assistant vice
president of multicultural affairs, argued along with former
Ward One council candidate Sam
Melendez in favor of political
correctness.
Taylor said the term should
imply the use of actions and
words which are considered
"morally correct." However, the
word's meaning is often twisted
to produce opposition to policies
of inclusion, equity and antibigotry efforts, he added.
"Because of the highly negative connotation of anything political, it becomes possible to foster public opinion and opposition
to ideas and initiatives that most
reasonable people support," Taylor said.
Steven Ludd, associate professor of political science, voiced
his opposition to political correctness along with sociology
professor Richard Zeller and
James Walters, co-chairman of
the Ohio College Republicans.
Ludd said he believes political
correctness has a tendency to
halt the free flow of ideas in so- Associate professor of political science Steven Ludd speaks on the
ciety. He added that unpopular Implications of political correctness In the Business Administration
views should be allowed to be ex- building Thursday night. Vice president of multicultural affairs,
pressed, so that they then can be
challenged and discredited by of fascist regime that we have Ludd said.
those more educated in the sub- from the political right when we
Zeller argued against political
challenge anyone who suggests correctness and the widespread
ject.
"I worry that the political left - that we ought not to be allowed to concern that students are being
where I think my ideology often discuss these issues and the vul- "mugged," with it when their
is - is turning into the same type garity that surrounds them," grades are affected by their po-

Director chosen
as president of
national chapter
oy Jim Vlckers
News contributing writer
The director of cooperative
education at the University has
been named president of the
Midwest Cooperative Education
Association.
Bruce Smith, who has been the
director of the University's cooperative education program
since 1982, is the new president
of the largest chapter of the
national organization of cooperative education.
The Midwest association
covers a nine-state region and includes more than 400 members,
consisting of educators and employers of cooperative education
students.
"The organization is run by a
31-member board of governors
and I chair that board. I'm responsible for coordinating the
business of the organization,"
Smith said.
The office of president is a
three-year term. The first year is
served as president-elect, the
second as president and the third
as immediate past president, he
said.
Smith said he believed his election to the presidency was directly related to the success of the
cooperative education program
and staff at the University.
"In part my election reflects
my Involvement in professional
organizations, but it also reflects
how my peers view our coop-

Nlidwesreooperative
Education Association
S BruceSmith, director of the
University's cooperative education
program named lo MCEA.
S Smith named to largest chapter
of the national organization of
cooperative education.
• The University's cooperative
education program is the largest in
the state, finding more than 750 coop assignments with about 450
employers annually.

erative education program,"
Smith said.
The University's co-op program is the largest in the state,
finding more than 750 co-op assignments with about 450 employers annually.
Faculty members who work
with Smith spoke highly of his
experience and ability to fill his
new position.
"I'm sure he will make a great
contribution to the MCEA He
has a lot to give. He Is extremely
reliable and dependable and can
bring a lot of new ideas," said
Carol Kreienkamp, cooperative
administrative secretary.
"I guess Smith's experience in
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litical ideology.
Two years ago, Zeller's sociology classes conducted a survey
which asked University students
whether they believed they had
ever been assigned a lower grade

than earned because they hadn't
agreed with the instructor's
viewpoints.
According to Zeller, half of all
See PC, page five.

Finalists to be presented
by Leah Bamum
News staff writer
The search for a vice president of student affairs is winding down, and the finalists will
be presented to President Paul
Olscamp by the end of next
week, according to Jason Jackson, chairman of the selection
committee
The committee started out
with more than 90 candidates
for the position from within
and outside of the University,
Jackson said.
However, the number of finalists, and whether or not any
of them are from within the
University, cannot be released.

he said.
"[The whole situation] is
pretty confidential at this
time," he said.
Because of the large number
of candidates, the finalists
have extensive qualifications,
Jackson said.

terms of student affairs," he
said.
The candidates all have
working knowledge of many
aspects of the job, like the
workings of financial aid and
student activities, Jackson
said.

"People should understand that the pool
of candidates we have are all outstanding
in terms of student affairs."
Jason Jackson, USG president
"People should understand
that the pool of candidates we
have are all outstanding in

After the finalists are submitted to the president, the
support staffs at the Universi-

ty will begin to conduct the
interviews, he said.
A permanent vice president
for student affairs should be in
place around June, said Ron
Zweirlein, the interim vice
president for student affairs.
Zweirlein, director of recreational sports at the University, has filled the position since
Bob Arrowsmith, the former
vice president for student affairs, retired last September.
However, Zweirlein is not a
candidate to fill the position
permanently, he said.
"I plan to be very active
right up until the day the new
person comes in," he said.

Home schooling defended
by Carole Feldman
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Stunned by a
campaign that flooded Capitol
switchboards, the House attempted Thursday to reassure Americans the federal government will
not try to license parents who
teach their children at home.
Opening debate on reauthorization of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act, the
House, by a 424-1 vote, approved
an amendment that says nothing
In the bill applies to home
schools.
The amendment, sponsored by
Rep. William Ford, D-Mich.,
See SMITH, pafft three. stripped from the bill a require-
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Jack Taylor (right) and professor of sociology, Richard Zeller (left)
listen to his claim.

Adrian Tlo, an associate
professor and associate director of the University's
School of Art, was recently
awarded $5,000 for the 1994
Individual Artist Fellowship from the Ohio Arts
Council.
» Page 4.

ment that school districts certify
that full-time teachers are qualified to teach their assigned subjects.
"It's an unnecessary solution to
a non-existing problem," said
Ford, chairman of the House Education and Labor Committee.
The lone dissenter was Rep.
George Miller, D-Calif., who saw
his language stripped from the
bill. He called the vote a "tragic
ending to this story" and said it
would result In children being
taught by unqualified teachers.
Miller's spokesman, Daniel
Weiss, said the congressman
would have accepted language
stating explicitly that the certification requirement applied only

Surgeon General Joycelyn Elders labeled smoking
an adolescent addiction
Thursday and accused the
tobacco industry of trying
to convince teen-agers that
cigarettes will make them
sexy and successful.
«-Page 6.

to public schools.
"shall not be construed to bar
House members were pressed private, religious or home
into action by thousands of phone schools from participation in
calls, letters and faxes from programs or services under this
those who feared the federal act."
government was trying to assert
"We had real reason to be
its control over home schooling. afraid," said Mike Farris, presiReligious broadcasters and some dent of the Home School Legal
talk shows picked up on the mes- Defense Association.
sage.
"If they meant all public
The House also approved, schools, all they had to say was
374-53, an amendment by Rep. all public schools. If they meant
Dick Armey, R-Texas, that goes all schools that receive federal
even further than Ford's. It funds, all they had to say was all
states that "nothing in this act schools that receive federal
shall be construed to permit, al- funds."
low, encourage or authorize any
Farris, who estimated that
federal control over any aspect 600,000 to 1 million children are
of any private, religious or home
school." It said the language
See SCHOCXING, page four.
In four years, Falcon defenseman Jeff Wells has
risen to the top of the team
and the league. The tricaptain ranked in the top
five nationally in scoring
»Page7.

Snow. High in the middle
20s. Variable winds 5 to 10
mph becoming north.
Chance of snow 80 percent.
Tonight.Cloudy with a
chance of snow early...Then
clearing. Low 5 to 10.
Chance of snow 40 percent.
Saturday.Mostly sunny.
High in the middle 20s.
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THERE'S NO REAL
HEALTH CARE CRISIS...

UNLESS IT PASSES.

Scott DeKatch
Insider editor

E.A.R.tothe
Ground...
Maybe University President Paul Olscamp was
right. We don't have a parking problem at this
University, we have a walking problem.
Yeah, walking on the icy sidewalks was definitely a
real problem for the majority of University students
Wednesday morning. E.A.R. to the Ground believes
the only way the snow removal team could have gotten the sidewalks slicker than they were was to use
the ice rink's Zamboni to clear the snow away.
The experts at E.A.R. have a suggestion for the
next time the campus sidewalks get that treacherous
- salt. Here's another suggestion: cinders.
*••
E.A.R. to the Ground would like to say Kudos to all
of those who participated, supported and contributed
to the AIDS Benefit Concert.
All six bands rocked the roof off of Howard's
Wednesday night which collected an estimated $1000
for David's House in Toledo.
E.A.R. believes this "Super Bowl of Rock 'n Roll,"
should be the role model for other groups who want
to support a worthwhile cause and promote the local
music scene.
***
It has been brought to E.A.R.'s attention, from our
plastic-headed and confidential sources in SIC SIC,
that their mode of transportation was taken by Daddy Olscamp during the big bad budget crunch some
time back.
This means the University's overall-clad, gas attendant look-alikes (fill 'er up, please) have been
traveling on foot, over hill and dale, through sleet
and snow and sub-zero cold to bring us signs of wit
and (deep?) thoughts.
Maybe SIC SIC could apply for a car loan. But how
would they sign for it? "Please sign on the dotted
line, Crash Dummy. Now is it Mr. or Ms.? Or do you
go by just your number?" When was the last time
you've seen a SIC SIC monkey get a car loan? What
do you use as collateral - bananas!
And another thing, who would drive? We at E.A.R.
hope it isn't the Crash Dummy or the dwarf who can't
see out of its eyes or tie its shoes.
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Imagine life in Klingerland
And they elected me king, and
then they told me to quit.
-Paul Johnson,
sung by Gone Daddy Finch
We were going to write an entire column about those resumepadding geeks from USG. But we
aren't, because we've chosen to
devote half our space to a special
vision of what the United States
could be.
This special vision was brought
to our attention by regional rock
star Eric Klinger of Gone Daddy
Finch, and the vision was made
clearer by several mini-pitchers
of Rolling Rock during the AIDS
Benefit Concert.
Balkcnize Nowl
Let's face it. As Americans, we
all aren't getting along. The liberals whine and the conservatives bitch, thus violent higgleypiggley has broken out and nobody is really very happy with
each other. Are they?
We agree with Eric when he
says it is time to Balkanize. We
don't need to have 48 continuous
states, we need two - a state for
liberals and a state for conservatives.
We'll put the conservatives on
the left (just for fun). They get
Darryl Gates, Tonya Harding,
Rush Limbaugh's ventriloquist
dummy James Walters and a
bunch of guns and big sticks. The
liberals (now on the right) will
get Gloria Steinem, Jesse Jackson and maybe John Bernard.
(Discussion Question: Or do the
liberals bitch and the conservatives whine? Cite examples.)
So we've got the liberals on one
side taxing and spending and taxing and spending, while the conservatives are on the other side
beating the hell out of each other.
We'll let this go on until the
year 2000. Then, whichever side
is in better shape, wins. That's it!
Let's call it Klingerland, since it
was his idea. Any questions?

Another thing: An alternative
would be to buy a Grab-For-Cash
booth from some old game show.
Then, when a student group came
to us asking for money to put on a
program, we would not judge
them by how much money we
think they need, but by how long
they deserve to spend in the
money booth.

Sam
Melendez

Mike
Cook

Basically, USG is a group of people
pseudo-intellectually masturbating over a
bunch of suggestion cards.
Yeah, what about Hawaii and
Alaska?
What about 'em? What do they
give us, coconuts and snow? Who
needs it? Give Alaska to Zhirinovsky, just let him have it. And
give Hawaii back to the Monarchy.
So that's half our column! How
do you like it so far? And all Eric
wanted in return was his name in
the paper and a smoke. Buddy,
you got the smoke on Wednesday,
and here's your name again: Eric
Klinger. And now, part two...
What to do about USG.
The G stands for government,
which Is misleading, because that
implies power, which USG
doesnt have. USG is really a
bunch of people sitting around,
whining and complaining about a
bunch of bills, which arent bills,
'cause that would imply they
would grow up to be laws, which
is untrue. They grow up to be
suggestions.
Basically, USG is a group of
people pseudo-intellectually
masturbating over a bunch of
suggestion cards.
Hey, that's not fair! USG has

power! USG gives away money!
Oh, tone down your rhetoric
just a tad. Giving away $32,000 of
student fees to begging campus
groups is not power.
You know, if we were running
for USG Prez and VP (we're not,
so simmer down), we'd do one of
two things:
One thing: When we'd win, and
of course we'd win, you know
why? 'Cause we're so damn
handsome. Yes, we are!
Granted, of course, we aren't
nearly as handsome as outgoing
USG president Jason T. Jackson.
But then, who on this campus is
that handsome? Nobody! It's impossible! It just can't be done!
His pores, they exude softness!
Sure, we're as straight as rulers,
but that is one damn handsome
man. Yes, sir! Yes, sir!
Where were we? Ah, yes. So
we'd win, and take the $32,000,
climb on top of the Union on
some random Friday afternoon
and throw it to the masses huddled below. That'd be it! USG
would have to disband, and we
could go back to sleep.

Well, Dave, your debate program on the Klingerland proposal
seems like a good idea. Three
minutes in the booth!
So Dave would get three
minutes in the Grab-For-Cash
booth. The fan turning, the
money flying, Dave grabbing, oh
good God in heaven, imagine the
fun! We're exhausted, part
three...
The Sam and Mike Super Information Highway.
Construction is done, and
there's no speed limit.
In our attempt to write the first
ever semi-interactive newspaper
column, we got an e-mail account. So, send us your gossip
(true or untrue, we'll print it!)
and nominees and catagories for
The Sam and Mike Honors Column, and we'll send you unedited
versions of our columns, East
Merry Madness updates and
whatever junk we can come up
with. The account number is
smelend@andy.bgsu.edu.
Speaking of East Merry Madness, one of our sources (Charlie
from East Evers) reports that the
front of the t shirts will read
Don't call it a comeback... and
the back will read East Merry
Madness and Frazee Frenzy,
April 22 and 23,1994.
Next week: UT's basketball
teams are coming to town, and
we're ready to talk some trash.
Sam Melendez and Mike Cook
are weekly columnists for The BG
News.

What do you think about making the AIDS class mandatory over the
physical education classes at Bowling Green State University?

204 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403-0726
bgncws@andy.bgsu.edu
Copyright ©1994 by The BG News. Reprinting of any material in
this publication without the permission of The BG News is strictly
prohibited.
The BG News is an independent student voice founded in 1920 and
is published daily during the academic year and Wednesdays in the
summer.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any
errors in stories or photograph descriptions.
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of the studen
body, faculty or University administration. Opinions expressed in
columns, cartoons and letters are not necessarily those of The BG
News. Letters intended for publication must be between 200-300
words long, typed and include the writer's name, phone number and
University affiliation, if any. The BG News reserves the right to edit
any and all letters.

"AIDS is a mysterious and
dreadful disease to many people
and requiring students to learn
more about the disease can only
benefit them in the long run."
Jennifer Miller
Senior

"The administration at
"If we educate students about
B.G.S.U. can't expect students to the serious disease, each of those
be very receptive of a class they people will take that knowledge
will be forced to take.
back to their hometown and eduKrlstl Francis
cate others."
Junior
Karen Janos
Junior

'.-

"I wish they would have required It when I was a freshman."
Tracey Porter
Senior
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ITHREE

THEY
SAID IT

"Let the baseball owners come and try
to explain how destroying the job of the
commissioner is in the best interest of
the fans."

u
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Peek-a-boo

-Sen. Howard Metzenbaum, D-Ohio

Top Singles

Top Albums

Weekly charts for the
naUon'8 best-selling
singles as they appear
in next week's issue of
Billboard magazine.
Reprinted with
permission. Platinum
signifies more than 1
million copies sold.

Weekly charts for the
nation's best-selling
albums as they appear
in next week's issue of
Billboard magazine.
Reprinted with
permission.
1. Music Box, Mariah
Carey (Columbia) ,
Platinum.
2. Ton! Braxton, Toni
Braxton (Laface)
3.12 Play, R. Kelly
(Jive) Platinum.
4. Very Necessary, SaltN-Pepa (Next Plateau)
Platinum.
5. Doggy Style, Snoop
Doggy Dogg (Death
Row-lnterscope)
Platinum.
6.Klckin'KUp,John
Michael Montgomery
(Atlantic)
7. August & Everything
After, Counting Crows
(Geffen)
8. The Colour of My
Love," Celine Dion
(Music)
9. The Sign, Ace of Base
(Arista) Platinum.1
10. Greatest Hits , Tom
Petty & the
Heartbreaker8 (MCA)

1. The Power of Love,
Celine Dion (Music)
2. The Sign, Ace of Base
(Arista)
3. Whatta Man, Salt-NPepa featuring En
Vogue (Next PlateauLondon)
4. Without You-Never
Forget You, Mariah
Carey (Columbia)
5. Breathe Again, Toni
Braxton (Laface)
6. All for Love, Bryan
Adams-Rod StewartSting (A&M) Platinum.
7. So Much In Love, AU4-One (Blitzz)
8. Now and Forever,
Richard Marx (Capitol)
9. Cantaloop, US3(Blue
Note)
10. Hero, Mariah Carey
(Columbia) Platinum.

ACROSS
THE NATION
Genetic homosexuality

SAN FRANCISCO - A researcher who found a genetic pattern
that predisposes toward homosexuality said Monday he would
do all in his power to prevent that
discovery from ever being misused.
"There will never be a test to
tell if someone is gay," pledged
Dr. Dean Hamer, a National Cancer Institute researcher.
He said he would act through
patent rights to block commercialization of any test that would
detect the presence of the homosexual gene pattern that he identified last July.
"This is not an issue that just
affects gays," Hamer told a symposium of sexual orientation researchers at the national meeting
of the American Association for
the Advancement of Science.
"There will be genes found for
other characteristics. I'm worried about the possibilities," he
said.
Hamer and his research team
isolated a pattern on the X chromosome that was linked to homosexuality in a study of 40 pairs of
homosexual brothers.
A male with that gene marker,
Hamer said, has a SO percent
chance of being gay.
Members of the gay community have expressed fears that a
test for the gene marker could be
used to identify unborn babies
that had a higher-than-normal
probability of becoming gay.
There was concern that a positive
test would lead some mothers to
abort their babies. Some also
worried that society would use
the knowledge to eradicate the
gay predisposition through genetic engineering.

SMITH
Continued from page one.
the evolution of the cooperative
education program makes him
aware of how to address some of
the state legislation and federal
legislation that's going to be impacting cooperative education,"
said Susan Young, cooperative
education field coordinator.

APPkMo/CIII Allen

A model wears a beadedface mask and bodice during a presenlation by designers 'New Renaissance"
during the showing of their collection In London, Thursday for the upcoming Autumn/Winter fashion.
The show was part of the"New Generation Designers I" show held during London Fashion Week.

"Since it's essential that we
pool our experience resources to
address those issues, it's going to
take someone who works well
with people," she said.
Smith is also the former president of the Ohio Cooperative Education Association and was
named its Educator of the Year in
1980.

Because he is author of the
study that linked the gene marker to homosexuality, Hamer
said he could patent the test used
to detect the marker and then
control use of that test. He said
he would block any commercial
development of the test by denying permission for its use.

American Red Cross

tuition raffle tuition raffle tuition raffle tuition raffle tuition raffle tuition raffle
Honors Student Association and Honors Program

Get to Greenbriar Fast!
Campbell hill* 2 bedrooms only
Columbia Court • Full
Merry St. apis. • 4 left.

Frazee St. apts.» Going Fast
Ridge Maiuior • Full
Field Mannor • 1 Left

Give us a call for other locations
224 E. Wooster

352-0717

CATAWBA ISLAND CLUB
J. Stouffer & Associates
Our private summer resort will be on
campus recruiting during the Summer
Employment Job Fair on Tuesday,
March 1,10:30 am - 4:30 pm, Lenhart
Ballroom, University Union.
We will be hiring for summer positions in
• Food & Beverage
• Golf Course Assistant Pro
• Bartending
• Club Management Intern
• Recreation Director
• Front Desk
• Waiters - Waitresses

12th ANNUAL TUITION RAFFLE

I

Grand Prize: A semester's tuition ($1776.00 Value)
deposited in tfM winners bunu Account

OTHER PRIZES:

• 3 ($150) Book Scholarships
• 100 Gift Certificates for a Free Large Pizza at Pisanello's

Tickets: $1.00 each, 6 for $5.00, or 15 for $10.00
Any currently enrolled BGSU student is eligible!
Tickets available
Honors Program office (231 Administration Bldg.) from February 21 to March 4
Union Foyer from February 21-25
Math/Science Building February 28 - March 4.
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DRAWNC. March 17,1994.12.00pn
at the- Fakon » New. Unlvtmrr Union
Pnxa^»rotou^tI.Ri3b»nBa^o«ScholjrirupFund
Spotuorvd by- Pt»an«Uo»Pizza. N«wlov« Raalty, Fmt Ft-dwal Bank. Mid Am Bank, Uruvmify Qookaior*,Srudtn
Book Exchange. B«« Cmi Bookatont

tuition rattle tuition raffle tuition raffle tuition raffle tuition raffle tuition raffle

ALTttA. Wtl
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Sandra Qtmgu ty Jeffrey gawryk.
sXimktrty Cot tr Jason Mokltr
Andrta tftdkerg & •DavidShapiro
Tlutaktlh Trvtrrj er John Chapman
Xerri Branham & Michael Cuyjfi
fltaihtr gisewkite or •Brendan Huffy
Julie Bulkier ty 'Brian Xnapp
Crisly IfoH rr Skane Sons
Skoe MasstngiU & Jon MasstngiU
Supkanit McVoy tyXpt •Bumtll
Jennifer Armstrong ty Xtvin ttese
Carrie Wfutacrt & Michael Julian
Shannon (jrt\fi rr Trie Toppin
Christine Mog & Ckristopktr ZtiU
JodiCioppeBtrJudCkappell
Carrie 'Hull rr Michael griffty
Jennifer 'Brown ty Shawn lliff
Jtnnifrr X/nkjy C* Malt tftt
Melissa ticker ty Scott fiugtraU
Lon Jitlds er Timolky J idler
Jenniftr •Delritk.& Vavid Harris
Jenniftr flams ty ijrr/jory %tid
Carrit Xutckjl & Matthew Hawkins
Julie Hack tT grtgory Malenick
■KjcoletSis er 'Dennis 9{pvai_
Melissa Tamhurrmo ty Mart. Xfiiat
Jennifer Weasel & Xick.'Doll

Julit •Dodd ty Jama Walters
Carol MltU rr Tun Tsptn
Ckristint Truoo rr Van Linda
Supkanit •Davis rr V.J. ■Dwytr
XfUy Tistmann rr 'David legk tfoot
Xfisten SumUrT 'Brian Zeppemick.
Xfndra Cohen trChnsXec
Cktril gravtlU rr Bruce SonnenSerg
Xjmktrty Tlhs rT Ckristopktr Mapts
Melissa Montgomery rT Urton Jristot
Xalkleen Catty a- Xpdney Bauer
Tiffany Cjibson rr Jason JiugtraU .
Sandrt Qtrmgtr ov Jtffrty Qowryk.
Sandra Morristy rr Brandon Sutttr
JodiBusdtktrrrJoknSuwari
Anita Xntf" <T XJci.Craj0
CkrisU Mtrrick.tr Michael Sktartr
Stacy 'Holluujtr trTd'Dtnnis
Amy 'Ptrkjon rT Mitt Bunnridat
Mtridilk 'Knowlton rr Mitt Adams
Lynn Sckttaskt & Qary gittiam
%tnti Arrowood rr 9m Lewis
•Windy Ludwig rr Ckad'Boytti
Angie farwig rT •BiHTrowbridgt
Jessica Busby & WUluvn 'Kfiskner
Ckrissy Simon tr 'Dave Xubicz
Stephanie Jrtmt ty Justin Bradbury

Stephanie Lundstrom rr Brad Ostendorf
Meg Ctlmtr &'Deron ?ank\fikj
Jean Isuuper ty •Bill Tppick
Jenny Borijnvskj rT tyan gtkm
Amy7ost.tr Jason Tltrtkevall
MindyStonekumertr'Dan 'Ktlley
JDatktr glastr ty •David Warren
folly Ml ty Jay CoudiU
Victoria Sekntuer tr Tan Wilier
•Evan Ogg & Jason Qrttn
Cktr Igtlman ty Curt Lyons
Molly Loiaugk trttuSwyl
Lauren StoUer e* Tom Wayne
Trin Ckmeluirr Dave -DeVort
Saska VadiHo ty ■Dominic gildeme
Tfjcole XJOman ty -Dave ■DuvaU
Xristen "Belikj ty Matthew 'Browne
Jenniftr Zltkpv ty Ckip Mad/y
•KatUten Williams rr Xtnnttk •Dokson
Shelly Johnston tr Shoun Tmnel
•Donna Vfefftrle ov Qrtgjones
Dtikit Qoodwin tr Scott Stein
Liiby Wkeeler tr Jerry SUvttmt
Xpm Carlson tr Michael Hattrsack.
Stephanie Lewis ty Trie Sthooley
•Betsty ■WuVielm tr ■Brandt
Liz 'Xacak.tr 'Dave Hurley
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Professor addresses politics Professor wins
by John Glbney
News Staff Writer

said, and they notified the department chairman in writing
with concern to the offensive and
abusive nature of Zeller's conduct.
According to Zeller, the chairman of the sociology department,
Dr. Meredith Pugh, told him of
the memorandum from the students and their perception that
Zeller was engaging in sexual
harassment. Zeller said that
Pugh encouraged him to withdraw as the instructor of the
course.
Zeller argued that the material
discussed in class came from the
focus groups ~ the students
themselves, and therefore he
would not step down. He said it
was a blatant attempt to change
the material in his class to make
it politically acceptable to the
radical feminists.
He also blamed Pugh of enabling political correctness by allowing those students to achieve
censorship.
Pugh would not comment on
the matter except to say that it
was a very complicated issue.
Zeller said the second round of
the "exploration inquisition," occurred when
Louis Katzner,
dean of the graduate college, put
together a three person committee to further examine the situation.
The committee's recommendation, according to Zeller,
was that the University require
him to take a semester off to address his mental health.
Zeller also said that Katzner
threatened his contractual re-

Richard Zeller, a sociology
professor at the University, has
tenure and it would be difficult
for the Administration to remove
him from his
position.
Therefore,
when Zeller
argues about
the problem of
political correctness on
campus, there
is little the
University can
Zeller
do.
However, the students are being butchered by political correctness in the classroom and
they have no defense against it,
according to Zeller.
"I think political correctness is
a challenge to the integrity of the
campus," Zeller said. "The use of
the classroom for blatantly political purposes is a quality control
problem that we need to address."
Political correctness has been
around for IS years, Zeller said,
but he first noticed it on campus
in the fall of 1990.
As the instructor for a graduate course in research methods,
Zeller had focus groups study
situations and events, many with
sexual content. For example, the
focus groups described the terms
they used for sexual intercourse
and masturbation.
The context and language
offended a few students, Zeller

lationship with the University
and wanted to place full blame of
the incident on Zeller.
Katzner, however, said he
never threatened Zeller's contract with the University.
"How could I do that?" he said.
"I have no say over his contract."
Katzner said the committee
was set up and Zeller agreed to
the members selected. Any findings made would be directed to
the dean of the college of Arts
and Sciences, he said.
The committee report was balanced, said Katzner, with both
the students and Zeller equally
responsible for the incident.
The matter passed and Zeller
made an analysis of what he
thought transpired. "I stood up to
the feminists - the administration didn't."
In the spring semester of 1993,
Zeller's teachings again came
under fire from some members
of the faculty.
Two of Zeller's classes conducted surveys dealing with the
philosophical differences between teacher and student. One
sample question asked students
"Have you ever been in a course
where you believe if you disagreed with the instructor - you
would be assigned a lower grade
than what you earned?"
The results showed that many
had experienced such a situation
and the majority of the classes
mentioned came from women's
studies, ethnic studies and English, according to Zeller.
Zeller said the students in the
classes had to agree with topics

that included: all men are rapists;
all whites are racists; and homosexuality Is good.
The chairpersons of these departments sent a letter of protest
to the vice president of Academic
Affairs against his sexist, racist
survey, Zeller said.
Karen Gould, the former director of women's studies and now a
professor of romance language,
disagreed with Zeller.
She said the memorandum was
directed to Christopher Dunn,
vice president for research, and
had nothing to do with the results
of the survey.
"I questioned his procedures
regarding the survey," Gould
said. "Our concern was how the
study was first approved. When
you interview anybody for a survey and your Intent is to publish
the results, you have to pass
through the Human Subjects Review Board."
Richard Gebhardt, the chairman of the English department,
confirmed what Gould said.
"The memorandum dealt with
whether someone else followed
the appropriate policies in approving research that was done,"
he said.
Attempts were made to contact
Christopher Dunn, but he is no
longer a University faculty
member and could not be
reached.
Zeller said the Administration
is succumbing to feminism.
"Appeasement of the feminazis," he said. "If you appease
the femi-nazis, they will only
want more"

artfellowship
for exhibitions
by Katie Simmons
News staff writer
Adrian Tio, an associate professor and associate director of
the University's School of Art, was recently awarded $5,000 for
the 1994 Individual Artist Fellowship from the Ohio Arts Council.
The competition for the fellowship is statewide among
professional artists who have lived In Ohio for one year.
The artist applying for the award must submit a portfolio that
Includes about 12 examples of recent work exhibited in a slide
format. A narrative, which the committee reviews to understand the work submitted by the artist, accompanies the portfolio.
The committee involved in the selection process Is a national
committee, usually made up of three to four artists from
around the nation. Selection for the recipient of the fellowship
is based on the artist's merit of the work in relation to the style
and content of the presentation of slides.
Tio submitted his work into the category of design arts,
which included about 20 participants, and the selection gave
out a total of four awards. Depending on the category, both the
participants and the awards vary.
"Receiving the fellowship gave me an external validation to
the work that I've been involved with in the last four years,"
Tio said.
Tio has applied for the fellowship every year for the past
eight years and has added to his application and learning in the
process.
"With each year that I've applied, my work just kept getting
better and better in relation to where my focus lay and now it
has paid off," Tio said
Winning this fellowship gives Tio focus and direction to the
future of his work. He now has the funds to set up a collaborate
press in his home to improve his work, along with the help of
other writers and artists throughout the Northwest Ohio area.
Tio's work involves the aid of other artists and writers in a
sort of "bi-visual," combination.
"The body of my work focuses on the images that come from
the prose of writers which I put into relief prints," Tio said. "I
work on binding and assembling the text in a sort of illustrative
way.
"For the most part, about three-fourths of the text is translated into Spanish, which allows me to Interject my ethnicity. I
like to refer to them as bi-visual as well as bilingual pieces,'' he
said.
Tio's work is now being shown in three separate exhibitions
in three different states.
Two works by Tio are being exhibited through March 25 at
the Central Missouri State University Art Center Gallery in
Warrensburg, Mo., where artists from the United States, Poland, the Netherlands and Canada are Included in the international exhibits.
Tio also has exhibits at the North Lakeside Cultural Center in
Chicago from Feb. 18 until March 25 and at the Suffolk Community College in Riverhead, NY., which will open Feb. 28.

Advisers host unity event
viser for the conference. "Although we all attend the same University, we are usually dispersed
throughout campus. This is a
time for us to be together and get
to know each other."
Although other University organizations do emphasize the importance of multiculturalism,
this event is strictly geared
toward the needs of the AfricanAmerican female population,
Smitherman said.
In addition to the social aspect
of the event, the resident advisers involved in the planning
have also intended the event to
be a learning experience, she
said.
As a part of the itinerary, the
resident advisers have invited
Barbara Flowers-Smitherman of
the Cincinnati Public School
System to speak at the event.
They are also planning a panel
discussion that will focus on spe-

by Melissa Llpowskl
News staff writer
The University AfricanAmerican Resident Advisers will
be hosting the Second Annual
AfricanAmerican
Sisterhood
Conference
Saturday.
Featuring the
motto, "Sisters
Are Doing It
for Themselves," the
event will attempt to unite
African-American University
women together for the purpose
of strengthening the bonds of
sisterhood on campus.
"By having the event, we hope
to bring the African-American
female community together,"
said Pamela Smitherman, ad-

cial topics of interest to African- ing, supportive and can help inAmerican women.
dividuals grow from bad times."
The resident advisers have
also devised three different
The conference has a $1 regisworkshops in which participants tration fee, which includes the
can become actively involved, price of the dinner. In addition,
she said.
participants will receive a packet
The workshops will focus on of information that includes inself-esteem, job-related issues serts related to the different
and other topics of particular workshops as well as a variety of
importance to African-American inspirational poems, she said.
women.
After this segment of the conProper dress is also required
ference, scheduled to take place for those who wish to participate,
in the Business Administration she said.
Building, the group will move to
the Ice Arena at 6 p.m. for a tra"When I say proper dress, it
ditional African-American din- doesn't have to be anything spener, she said.
cial," she said. "Just a nice outfit Continued from page one.
that you would wear to church."
taught at home by parents, said
"Throughout the event, we
hope to build the morale of UniThose who want to participate the House action "shows that
versity African-American wom- in the event are encouraged to vague language in Congress is
en," she said. "We hope to en- register with Cleatrice Johnson never going to be used to run
courage the support system of at 372-1618 or Ochena Solomon at over people if they stand up and
speak their minds."
sisterhood which can be uplift- 372-57S9.

SCHOOLING

The amendments were offered
to a bill reauthorizing for six
years the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, the federal government's largest investment in education from kindergarten through the 12th
grade.

HOME FALCON HOCKEY TONIGHT VS. WESTERN AND TOMORROW VS. KENT!
PICK UP A TICKET TODAY AT MEMORIAL HALL OR SHOW YOUR I.D.AT THE GAME FOR ADMISSION.
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Sunday, February 27
1 -3 pm at Cooper Pool
Raffle tickets will be
available for sale
All proceeds go to Sight Conservation
and Aid to the Blind
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Stacy & Mart,
Lara &"Ld Cover
Tinny & ffickpy
Law Cr Snoop 'Dog
"Dawn Or Jeff
Alicia & 'David
Jen & Steve
Mary & •Danny
Tina & "Brad
Jenn & Casper
•Denise & Mitt
Tarry & Tim
Trine* Todd
"Klisttn & Josh
Steve & Julie
Janie&Mart
Jitter Cray
Twttty & "Xswt
Jody & "Brendan
"Kristin & Tatar
Tracty & Xyan
Tina & lob
Linda &'Brian
Julie & The Coach'
M£.&Jcff
Jackie & Jerome
"Erin & "Brendan
Lisa&TheMan

Julie C Ben
Brick, erjobu
"Karin & Todd
Starry & John
tlyse & "Bruce
Laurel & Curt
Tamara & "Brad & "Will
Julie er Andy
Tracy & The Lucky One (Eli)
Michelle & The Invisible Man
Julie & Chris
"Di & limmy
"Kpbin & Cliff
"Katie & "Brian
Mo&"D
Steph&"Brad
Shankje
Wiesner & "Brady
"Dodds dr Curious Qtorge
Lit"B» CoolCat
"Weeza erZBeaver
fteidi & "Keith (can you believe it?)
"Karen & Art
•Becky & The "Houseboy
"Rfbin&Tcte
Scherm & Qary
ftB & Mystery Man
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Group offers reggae Ohio Epilepsy Center
in tribute to Marley sponsors tournament
utes reflected hope, inspiration, bands at the tributes was imporstruggle, unity or 'one love,' as tant because it provided the atMarley's music did.
mosphere Marley achieved.
There are many ways to de"We that are into reggae music
scribe 'one love,' he said. It know that the spirit of it is posimeans community, one people, tive and uplifting," Lam said.
togetherness and it is a kind "We're also doing it because reggreeting.
gae music brings people
"It means we are one - we together." He said the music
exist in one blood," he said.
does not only inspire happiness,
Lam added that reggae has also but unity as well.
"It seems unity is sometimes
brought attention to the Jamaica
and Caribbean islands and ex- elusive, even on campus," he
presses the political situation added. The reggae tribute is an
event that usually brings unity to
there.
The Caribbean Association the University, Lam said.
Most reggae bands have been
formed soon after Marley's death
in 1981. Lam met several people influenced by Marley because he
in 1983 who were also interested set the standards and created
in Marley and reggae music, so powerful effects with his music,
they decided to commemorate he said.
Marley every year with a reggae
tribute.
"We owe him a lot," he said.
The association feautured its
The tribute to Bob Marley is
first live band at the tribute in Saturday at 9 p.m. in the Lenhart
1985. The addition of reggae Ballroom.

by Robin Hoe
News staff writer

The Caribbean Association is
hosting a tribute to honor Bob
Marley for gaining recognition of
Jamaica and Caribbean reggae
and for creating music that
unites all races.
The Tenth Annual Reggae
Tribute to Bob Marley will feature The Ark Band, because it is
the best reggae band in Ohio, said
Errol Lam, adviser of the association.
He said the band is also showcasing its talent at the Southwest
Music Conference in Austin,
Texas next month. The tribute
will recognize Marley's legacy of
universality, including people of
all colors and ages.
"Reggae has evoked a kind of
joyous spirit and has brought distant people together," Lam said.
He said the reggae at past trib-

by Matthew Freier
News contributing writer

To raise money to combat the
problem of epilepsy, The
Epilepsy Center of Northwestern Ohio is sponsoring the
fifth annual Practically a Golf
Tournament.
The event, which began
Thursday, will take place
through Sunday at Franklin
Park Mall in Toledo.
This is the first time the PGT
will be at Franklin Park Mall,
according to Betty Brauchle,
executive director of the
Epilepsy Center. Open play
will take place Friday from 6
p.m. to 9 p.m.; on Saturday,
from 2 p.m. to 9 p.m.; on Sunday, from noon to 6 p.m.
"We believe that the newlyrenovated and expanded mall
will be terrific exposure for

OSA president will resign
Undergraduate Student Senator and OSA representative Jennifer Mathe believes Conte did a
great job.
"OSA wasn't really doing much
until Mark took over," Mathe
said. "He reorganized it and gave
it a much stronger voice. OSA
has really made a difference in
issues like the Student Trustees
Bill and Conte deserves a lot of
the credit for that."
Another admirer of OSA is
USG Vice-President Chad Luckner. Luckner said he was very
impressed with OSA when he
went to Columbus with other student government for the proponent hearings of the Student
Trustees Bill.
"I was very impressed with the
leadership of OSA under Conte,"
Luckner said. "I think he brought
the organization to new heights.

by Lawrence Hannan
News staff writer
The Ohio Student Association,
the only lobbying group in Ohio
devoted exclusively to students,
will soon be looking for a new
president. Current OSA President Mark Conte has announced
that he will step down in August.
Conte, who is planning to attend graduate school in the fall,
said that he has enjoyed his time
with OSA immensely.
"I can't begin to tell you how
much I've learned here as president," said Conte, from OSA's
head office in Columbus. "I think
I can look back at my time as
president and say OSA accomplished a lot. We were able to refocus our sights on issues that
really affected students."
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Whoever replaces him will have
big shoes to fill."
* * *The Ohio Student Association is planning to mount a
student march in Columbus April
13. The march, which OSA is
dubbing "lobby day," is being
done to spotlight college students' concerns and issues.
OSA is the only lobbying group
in Ohio devoted exclusively to
students concerns and issues.
OSA president- Mark Conte said
the march is being planned to
give legislation affecting students a push in the right direction.
"We want to let legislators
know that OSA is here and we're
going to remain here next year
when there's an election," Conte
said. "Hopefully this march will
help spotlight some of the issues
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Shawn Smith
'Brian Spurlock.
•Patrick,Hahn
XandySckulcr
John Astndorf
•Brian SchiUig
Steve finch
Troy Huff
•Dave "Bargmann
Shannon Johnson
'Deem finkelman
Steve Salandtr
Qreg 'Phillips
Jeff cry Jackson
Lance Hudnell
•Doug Woollard
■ZdWUson
Xyan Honeyman
%ob Kroiue
Jerry Qarrison
"Brian Aitf
Aaron "Badertshcr
<Dave1jrner
Joe Voder
Jay "Boodheshwar
John Qlessman
Matt Towson
•Daniel "Bennett
MikfMolone
Matt "Payltr
Chris Kauffman
glenn Wiggle

"Personally I think if the public gets interested in this, we can
send more than 200 students,"
Mathe said. "We have a reputation for sending a lot of students
to these things.

"We believe that the
newly-renovated
and expanded mall
will be terrific
exposure for the
sponsors and will
encourage
additional
participation during
the corporate and
open play
tournaments."
Batty Brauchle, Epilepsy
Center

during the corporate and open
play tournaments," Brauchle
said.
There will also be a corporate tournament on both Friday
and Saturday.
The golf course for open play
will feature different themes
for each hole. Some of these
themes are "The Pinball
Machine," "Old Roman Ruin "
and "The Old Shoe."
A special wee tee course will
also be available for children
ages two to 10. The course will
feature Dino Golf, Galaxy Golf,
Sporto Golf and Treasure
Island Golf, Brauchle said.
On Sunday, a special event
called "Practically a Gala,"
will take place from 7 p.m. to
10 p.m. at the Center Court of
Franklin Park Mall.

PC
Continued from page one.

home of the brave, but the point
is that everyone in this country is
not treated equally," Melendez
said. "I don't think [political correctness] is about mind control
or altering people's thoughts. I
just think it's about treating people with dignity and respect."
Ludd said despite all intentions
of political correctness speech,
the most damage it does involves
the restrictions it places on free
speech and the punishment it
doles out to those who oppose the
"moral majority."
"It essentially creates a rule
where we'll restrict anybody who
disagrees with us, anybody who
cannot articulate with the kind of
sensitivity we may personally
think people should share," Ludd
said.

respondents answered yes and
believed that the English, ethnic
studies and women's studies departments were the most prevalent offenders.
"My problem is not whether
it's advantageous to be a man or a
woman," Zeller said. "My problem is if you write that it's advantageous to be a man, and the
women is oppressed and exploited, you pass. If you write
that the advantage is to the women and the man is being oppressed, you fail."
Melendez responded that the
real problem lies with the fact
that despite all the talk of equality between the sexes, women
still make only 76 cents to the
dollar of a man. Politically cor"It says 'let's punish them so
rect speech provides the respect
they don't say anthing we don't
they deserve, he said.
"It's nice and great to think want to hear,'" he added. "Does
we're the land of the free and the that strike any of you as fascist?"
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Lori Middlebrough
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Marcy Smith

and bills coming up next year in
the Ohio Senate."
The legislation currently being
considered before the Ohio legislature includes two bills dealing
with student housing, a suggested establishment of a higher
education scholarship fund, a
proposal to put voter registration
cards in tax returns and a bill
dealing with sexual harassment
for universities.
University OSA representative
Jen Mathe is looking forward to
lobby day. Mathe expects a minimum of 100 University students
to attend the rally.

the sponsors and will encourage additional participation
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Paul Koslansek 8 Tara Raker
Joshua Fant S Jada Roberts
Forrest Hayes 8 Lisa Brewer
Bjyan Hausman 8 Jennifer Szeker
Mike Loomls & Cyncfl Aranyosi
Jason Knowles 8 Sue Himes
Tom DaDante 6 Stephanie Smith
Chris Matoska A Susan Ferrl
Sean Muir 8 Wendy Rupp
BIB Poling 6 Chris Waller
Malt Paiiner 8 Angela Manor
Jason Marlni I Meghan Fadooi
Pom Kim & Annette Burg
Nathan Brooks & Andrei Brown
William Wmes & Holfy Lotand
Donovan Marts & Tracy Dunlap
Jon Buroell & Jen Kefler
Shane Herman 8 Kathy Feldhues
Scon Lokken 8 April Rayle
Kevin Harrison & Trlda Alexander
Jason Hanes 8 Jennifer Arnold
Luke Davis 8 Tara Hartman
Brian Harrigal 8 Hope Barhera
Chris Schoelles & Pam Vojtush
Jeft Qtooly ft Nancy Kerrigan
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Sean WlDlams 8 Jen Booker
Matt Sinister 8 Beth Patke
Steve Williams 8 Jen Gage!
Chris Koch 8 TiceyHuttenhott
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Norm Weber 8 Cecua Bunting
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Tim Gertz 8 Erin Guntflach
Adam Reich 8 Lisa Nigh
Aaron Gash 8 Stepti Olson
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by Christopher Connell
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON -- Surgeon
General Joycelyn Elders labeled
smoking an adolescent addiction
Thursday and
accused the
tobacco industry of trying to convince
teen-agers that
cigarettes will
make them
sexy and successful.
Elders also
urged the Federal Trade Commission to draw
the curtain on RJR Tobacco's Joe
Camel cartoon ads, which have
just added a Josephine Camel to
the cast of characters.
"Smoking is not just an adult
habit. It is an adolescent addiction," said Elders.
The report also chronicled the
marketing practices of the
tobacco industry, from the chocolate cigarettes of yore to the
Marlboro man to sponsoring race
cars and peddling lighters,
T-shirts, beach blankets and
camping gear emblazoned with
tobacco brands.
Elders said teen-agers who
smoke run higher risks of experimenting with alcohol and
drugs, doing poorly in school,
fighting, engaging in unsafe sex
and even attempting suicide.
Her report said the average
age when smokers tried their
first cigarette is 14.5 years, and
more than 70 percent of those
who become daily smokers acquired that habit by age 18.
Elders said the nearly $4 billion the tobacco industry spends
on advertising and promotions
helps convince kids they are joining "the 5-S club - that they're
slim, they're sexy, they're socia-

ble, they're sophisticated and
successful."
"The teen-ager gets an image,
the tobacco companies get an addict," said Elders. "We must
fight back."
The Tobacco Institute agreed
that young people should not
smoke, but spokesman Thomas
Lauria said, "There's little in this
report that would substantiate
the allegation that we're trying to
hook kids." Cigarette ads are
"aimed at the 46 million to 50 million American adults who
smoke," he added.
The surgeon general's report
on smoking concluded that if
teen-agers stay smoke-free until
high school graduation, "most
will stay that way forever."
"Most adolescent smokers are
addicted to nicotine and report
that they want to quit but are unable to do so," it said. They suffer
relapses and withdrawal symptoms just like adults.
A third to a half of young people who try cigarettes become
dally smokers. Elders said.
The report said at least 3.1 million adolescents ages 12-18
smoke cigarettes and 1 million
use smokeless tobacco. More
than a quarter of high school
seniors smoke.
Seven percent of adolescents
and 10 percent of seniors smoke
at least half a pack a day. White
teens are more likely than black
or Hispanic teens to smoke.
To keep up sales, tobacco companies must recruit 3,000 young
people to start smoking each day, Jenny Ross, 17, right, offers a light to a sixteen-year-old friend who
the surgeon general said.
declined to give her name as the two smoke cigarettes on a street
corner In New York Thursday. Surgeon General Joycelyn Elders
"You know, I know and we
The report said higher taxes,
know they know that 90 percent ference.
Asked if She backed a total ban behavioral education, strict enof their new smokers will come
from young people less than 18 on advertising, she hesitated be- forcement of laws against tobacyears of age. So who do we think fore replying, "We shouldn't ad- co sales to minor and other
the tobacco industry is market- vertise something that we know measures could help keep teenagers from taking their first
ing to?" she said at a news con- to be a poison and a killer."

Procedures to be reviewed
dy Michael J. Snlrfen
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Accused CIA
turncoat Aldrich H. Ames passed
agency polygraph tests twice
during the time
he is suspected
of working for
Moscow and
the Senate Intelligence
Committee
plans to review
the agency's internal security
procedures,
officials said
Thursday.
The CIA suspects that secrets
allegedly sold by the former
counter-intelligence officer led to
the deaths of at least 10 Soviets
working for U.S. intelligence, according to one official familiar
with CIA and FBI briefings to the
House and Senate intelligence
committees about the case.
The CIA tries to administer polygraph tests every five years to
its employees.
Ames was tested without his

spying being discovered, according to a government official, who
declined to be identified by
name. Those tests occurred in
1986 and 1991, according to another official.
"Doesnt the machine work? Or
is it that easy to beat?" asked a
congressional official who had
been advised of Ames' passing
the tests. "That's one area the
Senate Intelligence Committee
will be looking at."
One of the government officials said successful polygraphing depends on the questions.
"They ask you if you are a spy.
It's about that blunt," said the
congressional official.
This official said the committee also has questions about CIA
and FBI cooperation on the case.
CIA Director James Woolsey and
Attorney General Janet Reno
have hailed the cooperation, but
Reno said Thursday she did not
know how well they worked
together before her arrival last
year.
Cooperation has been fine the
past couple years, the congressional official said, but the
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government doesn't have a clear
idea of the investigative effort
from 1986 through 1991.
Government sources have said
the Ames investigation began
two years ago, but suspicion that
a Soviet mole had penetrated U.S.
intelligence was aroused in 1985,
the year that ex-CIA agent Edward Howard defected to the Soviet Union while under FBI surveillance.
The Senate panel also wants
more information about exactly
how and when Ames was recruited by the Soviets.
In August 1985, Ames married
Maria del Rosario Casas. When
he was stationed in Mexico City
during 1981-83, she was a cultural attache there for Colombia
and a paid CIA source.
Her attorney, William B.
Cummings, said Thursday she is
"devastated by the distortions,
out-of-context, selected statements and alleged quotations in
the government's affidavit along
with the subsequent press coverage."
Ames' attorney, Plato Cacheris, said Ames was not talking
with authorities. Cacheris visited
Ames in custody Wednesday.
A hearing on the couple's continued detention without bail was

postponed until Tuesday.
The CIA informed Congress it
had reason to believe that Ames'
alleged disclosures had led to the
deaths of 10 U.S. agents, according to another congressional
official.
"We've been given a number,
but at the same time we've been
told the damage assessment is
just starting" and the death figure could go higher. This official
cautioned that it had not been
made clear that the link between
Ames and the deaths could be
proved.
In Moscow, Foreign Intelligence Service spokesman Yuri
Kobaladze told The Associated
Press the reports of 10 deaths
were "speculations."
"There have been cases of intelligence officials who have
spied for the United States and
were unmasked and sentenced to
death by firing squad," Kobaladze said. Asked whether there
have been 10 such cases, he answered, "Certainly not"
On Capitol Hill, Secretary of
State Warren Christopher rejected calls in Congress to suspend U.S. aid to Russia over the
Ames incident.
"American assistance is not
charity,'' Christopher said.

labeled smoking an adolescent addiction Thursday and accused the
tobacco Industry of trying to convince teen-agers that cigarettes will
make them sexy and successful.
call by health groups to raise the
24-cent tax on cigarettes to $2 to
cover the medical costs of smoking. The president has proposed a
99-cent tax as part of health reShe saw "no problem" with a form.

puff.
Elders said she "probably will"
talk to President Clinton about
the need for tougher action.

Communication
merger presents
Juture problems
by Evan Ramstad
The Associated Press

NEW YORK - Bell Atlantic
and Tele-Communications Inc.
announced their mega-merger
at the height of a frenzy about
the future of communications,
only to have it unravel in the
face of their different visions
of the future. .
In the aftermath Thursday,
executives from both companies blamed outside forces,
including Wall Street and
Washington. Their statements
also revealed fundamentally
divergent views of the marketplace.
Bell Atlantic was most anxious to start providing communication services outside
its six-state East Coast region.
TCI wanted to blaze a two-way
path to every home for loads
of TV shows, movies and
games.
The deal's collapse presents
a lesson in the trouble of placing a value on products or assets today when their future
importance is hard to know.
It also shows the difficulty
of balancing the utility-like
regulation of communication
companies with a desire for
advanced services and technology requiring enormous
amounts of money and entre-
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When they first announced
the merger with great fanfare
Oct. 13, Bell Atlantic and TCI
set a Dec. IS deadline for a definitive agreement. They
missed that deadline, set a
new one for Jan. 31 and later
extended that to Feb. 14.
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preneurs willing to take risks.
These troubles likely will be
encountered repeatedly as
companies try to develop advanced communications services, the so-called "information superhighway."
TCI and Bell Atlantic complained that a cut in cable
rates ordered by the Federal
Communications Commission
earlier this week sabotaged
their deal, which had been
valued in a range from $12 billion to $30 billion.
They also blamed a drop in
the price of Bell Atlantic's
stock, driven down by higher
interest rates and a migration
of big investors to stocks of
other companies prospering in
the strengthening economy.
"These two giant monopolies want to blame someone
else for their problems In the
marketplace and the obvious
culprit is the government,"
said Sen. Howard Metzenbaum, D-Ohio, chairman of the
Senate Judiciary Committee.
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WELLS DOESN'T RUN DRY
Jeff Wells has
emerged as
BG's best
hockey player

Falconsjight
for fourth place
by Pat Murphy
News sports writer

The Falcon hockey team has
had contributions from seemingly everyone in the club this
year, making it difficult to single
out one player as a key to their
success.
However, if you had to single
out the catalyst that leads the
team on and off the ice, it would
have to be senior defenseman
Jeff Wells.
The Gloucester, Ontario native
is having an Ail-American type
campaign. He currently leads the
Falcons in scoring with 30 points
(7-23) and plus/minus ratio at
plus 18. He is also ranked in the
top five nationally among scoring
by a defenseman. He is the glue
that holds the Falcon defense
together.

by

John Boyle
News sports writer]
Wells' rise to the top, however,
wasn't overnight.
He didn't even dress for his
first four games as a Falcon.
However, two assists in his collegiate debut against Ohio State
made him a staple in the BG
lineup.
He registered a solid 12 and 18
points, respectively during his
first two seasons. Last year, his
junior campaign, Wells took his
game to a new level with 38
points (11-27).
Finally getting adjusted to college hockey from the junior
ranks was the reason for increased production over the last
two seasons, according to Wells.
"During my freshman and
sophomore years, I was still trying to figure out how to play the
Sports Informal Ian
college game," he said. "From
my junior year up until now, I
Defenseman Jeff Wells carries the puck up Ice on a Falcon rush. The senior tri-caplain is ranked In the
find myself more comfortable at
top five nationally in overall scoring.
this level."
What is unique about Wells is only the way he handles the puck players, not only through his defensemen Kelly Perrault, Todd
his ability at both the offensive and passes but by the way he verbal statements but also Kelman and Matt Eldred.
and defensive ends of the ice. He jumps up into the play," Miami through his play on the ice."
"For us three freshmen that
frequently joins the offensive head coach George Gwozdecky
"He carries the defense," are here - if we want to turn into
rush but always gets back in said.
sophomore defenseman Chad great defensemen - we follow a
proper defensive position.
Along with his play on the ice, Ackerman said. "He's the guy guy like Jeff Wells," Perrault
"He's got a great balance," BG Wells is just as important to the who takes initiative, takes charge said. "He's an exceptional player
head coach Jerry York said. "He Falcons in his role as one of three and really gets everyone going and it would be great to follow in
can beat [teams] offensively and captains
before and during games/'
his footsteps."
lead our team on defense."
Wells, who regularly logs 35 to
"He's a calming influence on
"There's no question he's a
"He is the kind of player that is team leader," fellow captain 40 minutes of ice time per game, them," York said.
very strong defensively and, yet, Brian Holzinger said. "He just has also shouldered the responcan create a lot of offense by not does a great job of motivating the sibility of nurturing freshmen
See Wells, page eleven.

Payne may be second best
Ball State's Steve Payne plays in shadow of Ohio's Gary Trent
by Rusty Miller
The Associated Press
Alydar lost the close ones and
was always eclipsed by Affirmed. Wally Pipp lived in the
shadow of Lou Gehrig. Heck,
even Susan Lucci has made a career out of never being the No. 1
soap-opera actress.
Ball State's Steve Payne knows
how they feel.
Most years, Payne would be the
talk of the Mid-American Conference. But as long as Ohio University's Gary Trent is around and he might not be around the
college ranks much longer Payne will have to be happy
with second-best.
This is what the MAC race has
come down to with three games
remaining: the league's two best
players are leading the league's
two hottest teams.
On one hand, there is Trent,
leading the league in scoring
(25.7 points a game), rebounding
(11.9) and field-goal percentage
(59.1). On the other is Payne, second in points (20.0), second in rebounding (10.6) and fourth in
field-goal percentage (56.3).
With their teams firmly strapped to their backs down the
stretch, it'll be interesting to see

who can carry the load the furthest.
In Saturday's MAC action, Ball
State is at Miami of Ohio, Bowling Green is at Akron, Eastern
Michigan is at Central Michigan
and Western Michigan hosts
Kent. Ohio U. entertains Toledo
in a Sunday matinee.
Ohio U. (19-7) and Trent lead
the MAC with an 11-4 mark,
thanks to their current sevengame winning streak. Ball State
(14-9) and Payne, winners of four
in a row and six of the last seven,
find themselves a notch back at
10-5 and tied with Bowling Green
(15-8).
Toledo and Miami are next
with identical marks of 14-9 and
9-6, followed by Kent (13-10, 8-7
MAC), Eastern (12-11, 7-8) and
Western (13-11, 6-9). Central
(4-19,3-12) and Akron (8-15,2-13)
have already been eliminated
from the eight-team MAC tournament field.
The Trent-Payne duel takes on
added dimensions when you consider they might be the only people in the MAC who can stop the
other.
"Gary Trent's the most dominating player in the league,"
Toledo coach Larry Gipson says.
But then he adds, "I just don't

think, with the possible exception
of Ball State and Steve Payne,
there is anybody in the league
equipped to deal with him from a
defensive standpoint."
Even Ball State coach Ray
McCallum acknowledges Trent's
greatness, but won't say his own
star isn't in the same ballpark.
"Steve hasn't received the recognition that Gary Trent has
received. Gary's having a phenomenal year," McCallum said.
"But the coaches around the
league know that Steve Payne is a
quality player at both ends of the
floor. Without him, we wouldn't
be having the success we're
having.
"I can't say he's the top player
in the league - Gary's just phenomenal - but I like to think he's
right there with him."
With the regular-season championship and the top seed in the
postseason tournament still at
stake, the head-to-head matchup
between Trent and Payne a week
from Saturday in the finale could
be memorable.
Speaking of next week, here's
the rundown on the next week's
showdowns, which could go a
long way toward determining
who does and doesnt make it into
the NCAA tournament field:

"Gary Trent's the
most dominating
player in the league.
But just don't think,
with the possible
exception of Ball
State and Steve
Payne, there is
anybody equipped to
deal with him from a
defensive
standpoint."
Larry Gipson, Toledo
head coach
Ohio U. at Kent Wednesday,
hosts Ball State Saturday
Bowling Green at Eastern,
hosts Toledo.
Ball State hosts Western, at
OhloU.
Miami hosts Akron, at Western.
Toledo hosts Central, at Bowling Green.

In the midst of a four-game
winning streak, the Falcons have
made their move up the CCHA
stairs. They face an important
series against Western Michigan
and Kent State this weekend at
the Ice Arena
"It's hard to run up the stairs you've got to climb them," head
coach Jerry York said.
BG trails the Broncos, who are
tied for third with Lake Superior
State, by two points. A win on
Friday and the Brown and Orange will have at least moved
into fourth place.
"The importance of the game is
right in front of us. They [WMU]
have 32 points and we have 30
points," York said. "It kind of
jumps out at you, this late in the
season to play a team that is directly in front of you in the
standings."
The last time the Broncos were
here they were defeated 6-2.
Sean Pronger scored twice and
Tom Glantz added a goal and two
assists. However, WMU got
revenge two weeks later handing
BG their first loss of the season,
5-4, at Lawson Arena. Colin Ward
scored twice and Chris Brooks
had two assists.
Since that game on Nov. 19,
WMU has gone 14-6-2 overall and
13-5-2 in the league.
"They are on a pretty good run.
They have shown steady improvement," York added.
Brooks, the Rookie of the Year
in the CCHA last year, and Ward,
second in career goals in the
league, are the catalysts for
WMU. Brooks leads them in scoring despite missing eight games.
He has eight goals and 28 assists
for 36 points in only 23 games.
Brooks is questionable for this
weekend's games. The top gunners for the Broncos are Ward
with 19 goals and Derek Innanen
with 15.

"They have weathered the
storm with the injury to [Brian]
Renfrew, their No. 1 goaltender. [
Craig] Brown has come in and
played exceptionally well," York
said.
York doesn't know how right
he is. Brown has shined in Renfrew's absence. He is third in the
CCHA in goals against average at
2.62, tied for second in save percentage at .906 and owns an 8-2-2
record.
Curtis Fry has one goal and one
assist versus WMU this year and
22 points in his last 19 games. Fry
will play this weekend despite a
deep bruise in his thigh. Defenseman Brandon Carper
missed last weekend's games and
is questionable for this weekend.
BG will also be without Jeff
Herman and Todd Kelman, who
were injured against Miami.
Herman has a sprained knee,
very similiar to what Bob Petrie
suffered earlier this year. Kelman has a shoulder problem and
will be out indefinitely.
The Broncos come in as the
second-most penalized team in
the league with 288 penalties. BG
has the least amount of penalties
with only 197. The Falcons can
exploit WMU's undisciplined
play with a resurgent power play.
Over the last 17 games, BG has
been clicking at 21 percent as
opposed to 14 percent earlier this
year, including five power play
tallies last weekend.
Unlike the Broncos, who have
NCAA tournament aspirations,
the Kent State Golden Flashes
have visions of despair.
The Flashes have not flickered.
In their last 14 games, they are
0-13-1, with two losses at home to
BG. Players wrote to school officials asking for the dismissal of
head coach Bill Switaj according
to Tuesday's edition of the Daily
Kent Stater, the campus newspaper.

Track competes
at MAC Indoor
by John Boyle
News sports writer
The men's and women's
track squads travel to Ypsilanti, Mich, this weekend to
compete in their most important indoor meet of the season.
Eastern Michigan's Bowen
Fieldhouse is the site of the
Mid-American Conference Indoor Invitational in which both
squads will be looking to improve upon respective fifthplace finishes in last-year's
meet.
The women's team has a
realistic chance of finishing in
the top three behind host EMU
and Ball State, head coach
Steve Price said.
One of their strongest
events should be the shot put,
he said.
The Falcons are led in the
event by junior thrower Nikki
Lessig.
"We're looking for all three
shot-putters to place in the top
eight and score points for us,"
Price said.
The sprint events should
also be strong for the Lady
Falcons, he said.
"We have a chance to score
a lot of points with Julie
Shade, Kalietha Johnson and
Clarice Gregory running," he
said.
Price and the team are also
excited about the distance
medley relay. BG's entry, Michelle Mueller (800-meter),
Clarice Gregory (400-meter),
Renee Strayer (1200-meter)
and Tracy Losi (1600-meter)

have a good chance of placing
well in the event, Price said.
"I expect them to be somewhere in the top three," he
said.
For the first time all season,
the Falcon men will enter a
meet healthy. In spite of this,
head coach Sid Sink doesn't
expect BG to improve much
on last year's finish
"Team-wise we're shooting
for about fourth of fifth," he
said. "Eastern and Western
Michigan are awfully strong
and Toledo becomes very
strong in this meet because of
the pentathlon, wnich has
events that are good for its
jumpers."
Individually, their brightest
hopes for good performances
once again lay with Scott
Thompson, Travis Downey
and Brad Schaser.
In six meets this season,
Thompson hasn't finished outside of the top five in the
55-meter hurdles.
Downey comes off his worst
performance of the year in the
pole vault. Last week at the
All-Ohio Championships, he
no-heighted in the event. He
had finished no worse than
fifth in BG's five previous
meets.
Schaser, on the other hand,
had his finest performance of
the season last week. He won
the 800-meter run and finished
a respectable fourth in the
one- mile run.
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Men go for momentum Women hold top spot
Zips have shot just under 40 per- must control the game and the
cent, bad enough to claim the boards," Larranaga said.
worst spot in the MAC. BG's deEarlier this season BG tramfense ranks second in the confer- pled Akron 70-57. Shane KlineAs the Mid-American Confer ence by allowing only 67.4 points Ruminski led the way for the
ence regular season winds down a game.
Falcons with 20 points. Klinethe men's basketball team will
Rum inski will look to stop the
look to build up some momentum
While the defense will be a key Zips for a second time at this
as they head for post-season play. factor, the Falcons' accurate contest, which will be his first
offense should keep Akron in the after recovering from a broken
Wednesday's victory over Cen- MAC basement. BG is first in the hand.
tral Michigan got the ball in mo- conference in field-goal percenttion for the Falcons. The club will age, shooting 49.5 percent, a full
BG has the overall series edge,
try to keep things rolling with a 10 percent better than the Zips.
7-5, between these two MAC
Saturday night victory in Akron.
rivals. The Falcons have owned
"Our mental attitude will be a the Zips in recent years, winning
Bowling Green (15-8 overall, key in winning this game -- we the last five in the series.
10-5 in the MAC) will look to
knock off the Zips (8-15 overall,
2-13 in conference competition)
Bowling Green vs. Akron
to put together its second win of
Mid-American Conference Rankings
the week.
by Marty Fuller
News sports writer

"We are looking to build up
some momentum before the post
season," head coach Jim Larranaga said. "We struggled against
some good teams in Miami and
Ohio, but we are looking to finish
up the regular season on a positive note."

The women's basketball team
will travel to Akron to face the
Akron Zips on Saturday in a
quest to reinforce Its firstranked position in the conference.
Coming off another win
Wednesday night against Central
Michigan, BG maintains its firstplace position in the MidAmerican Conference with an

Scoring:
Scoring Margin:
FG%:
3-Pt. FG%:
FT%:
Pts. Allowed:
FG% Defense:
Reb. Margin:

Once again the Falcon defense
will feast on the lame shooting of
the Akron Zips. As a team, the

Zips

72.6 (6)
+5.2 (3)
49.5% (1)
37.0% (5)
67.8% (4)
67.4 (2)
44.8% (5)
+3.0 (3)

62.6 (9)
-3.4 (9)
39.5% (10)
29.5% (10)
62.5% (8)
66.0(1)
45.1% (7)
+0.5 (7)

The Falcons will be looking to
stay perfect in their series with
the Zips. They have won all 16
games played between the teams
- seven of which were played in
Akron.

Women's Basketball
Falcons
Scoring:
79.0 (3)
Scoring Margin:
+11.6(3)
47.5% (1)
FG%:
33.7% (5)
3-Pt. FG%:
FT%:
73.9% (1)
Pts. Allowed:
67.4 (5)
FG% Defense:
42.5% (5)
Reb. Margin:
+2.6 (3)

Zips
64.2 (7)
-12.9 (8)
36.9% (9)
32.4% (6)
60.3% (10)
77.1 (9)
43.7% (9)
-1.0 (5)

Injuries are part of athletics

WHEN YOU RIDE
DRUNK, ONE MORE FOR
THE ROAD CAN HAVE
AN ENTIRELY
DIFFERENT MEANING.

You see them hobbling
around campus. It's hard not to
miss the knee braces and crutches. They are the walkingwounded - Falcon athletes.
It seems like there are a
large number of athletes wobbling around campus. The
hockey team has four players
who will not play this weekend.
Gymnastics has seen two
players lost to season-ending
knee injuries. Shane KlineRuminski is accumulating
minutes on the bench with his
broken hand.
I caught up to gymnast Nikki
Riggs, not a very difficult task
considering she's maneuvering
around campus wearing a big,
bulky knee brace. Riggs is just
one of the injured, but her feelings about it are pretty similar
to that of most athletes.
She saw her season end after
BG's first home meet against
Illinois State after completing
her dismount from the uneven
bars. She landed perfectly, but
doubled over in pain.
"I landed my dismount and I
thought it was fine," Riggs
said. "I was fine in the air and I
thought I stuck my dismount,
and it just popped. My knee, I

Alcohol<]uickly affects your judgment,
balance, and coordination. Don't
drink and ride. Or your last
drink might be your last drink.x
WTMCYCU uren FMMU TMNX

OPEN

ICENTER FOR CHOICF

felt it give out and pop to the
side.
"I thought I was okay and I
stood up later, but it just gave
out and I fell down," she said.
The little girl who began
gymnastics classes around age
five, but did not seriously start
the sport until seventh grade,
is now a sophomore nursing a
bad knee.

Randy
Setter
"It was really strange - I've
never really hurt myself before," she said. "I've sprained
my ankle a lot of times."
The injury was diagnosed as
a torn anterior cruciate ligament. This means she'll be
having surgery during spring
break instead of going to Virginia with the rest of her team

or frolicking on the beach like
many other students will. After
the surgery she faces many
hours of rehabiliation to get
back into shape. The surgery
and rehabilitation will cause
her to miss classes until she is
ready.
"I'm trying to decide if it was
a good year to do it or not," she
laughed. "I guess it is better
that I didn't do it later on or my
freshman year. Of course I
wouldn't have liked to do it at
anytime."
She misses competing, but
misses her teammates far
more. Getting the chance to
compete and work out with her
teammates is one of the motivating factors to returning to
the sport.
"That's the hardest part,"
she sighed. "It's really hard,
especially going to practices
and stuff. I can't, it's so hard to
watch them all working out. At
the meets ~ it's terrible."
Is it unfair that she put in all
the time and training throughout the previous summer, the
fall and the spring prior to the
season? "No, but it's really
frustrating and I keep thinking

about that," she said. "We had
been conditioning since the
second week of school, running
and getting into shape. We just
got into routines and we're just
getting into competing, the
best part of the season. We
were finally getting going
and...oh, it's really frustrating.
"But a lot of sports you can
keep playing with an injury. I've competed with injuries before, but when it's something
like this you really can't do
anything about it. Gymnastics
is such a difficult sport to keep
competing in because it's so
demanding, but that's the
nature of the sport,"she added.
Riggs has a long road of rehab in front of her to get back
into shape for next season. She
doesn't display any bitterness
as she ambles away. She
doesnt want tears shed for her
or even a little sniffle.
Break a leg, Nikki..uh.on
second thought, just rehab
safely and quickly.
Randy Setter is assistant
sports editor of The News.

Confidential Health Care for Women

• Student fee
• Abortion through
20 weeks
• Morning after
treatment
• Caring friend or
relative allowed
for personal
support

SUMMER JOBS

YMCAlTSTORER CAMPS
7260 South Stony Lake Road Jackson. Michigan 49201 FAX: 517536-4922
Jackson (517) 536-8607
Toledo (419) 243-1171
Looking for a summer job that offers money, experience, room and
board, and a lot of outdoor fun?!? Storer Camps offers opportunities to
work with kids from 2nd to 12th grade as Counselors, Adventure Trip
Leaders. Ropes Course instructors. Horse Riding instructors, and
more!!! Stop by and talk to us at the BGSU Summer Job Fair Tuesday
from 10:30to 4:00 or call (517) 536-8607 and ask for Billy.

16 N.Huron
Toledo, OH 43604
1-800-589-6005
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Wednesday in a 69-63 decision.
In their match earlier this
season, the Falcons surged to a
25-11 edge in the first 12 minutes
of the game, ending the first half
49-30. The Zips could get no
closer than 17 points in the second half before losing to BG
91-59. The Falcons' margin of
victory over the past eight games
has been over 28 points.

Akron will look to Diane
The Zips have only won one of Greenwood to collect the bulk of
seven home games this season. its points as she leads the team
Their sole win was against Ball with 10.7 points and 7.7 rebounds
State, who defeated the Zips per game. Other contributors for
the Zips are Megan Roster (8.4
ppg, 5.6 rpg), Yontami Bell (7.1
ppg, 4.6 rpg) and Michelle Cha-

Bowling Green vs. Akron
Mid-American Conference Rankings

Men's Basketball
Falcons

overall record of 20-3 and 14-1 in
the conference. Akron stands at
ninth place in the 10-team conference with an overall record of
4-19 and 2-13 in the conference.

by Andy Dugin
News sports writer

nKA

nKA

nKA

vanne (7.3 ppg, 2.0 rpg), who
leads the team with 35 threepoint field goals.
BG has won 21 of its last 24
games on 'he road In MidAmerican Conference play and
has a 53-11 record in MAC road
games over the last seven-plus
seasons.
The women begin their contest
at the University of Akron's JAR
Arena at 5 p.m.

Falcons
host IUPA
by Ray DeVlto
News sports writer
The Falcon gymnastic team
will host Indiana University of
Pennsylvania in its final home
meet of the year Sunday.
The Falcons, 1-4 overall and 0-3
in the Mid-American Conference,
are looking to rebound from last
Saturday's loss to conference
rival Central Michigan.
Despite losing Saturday, the
Falcons had many fine performances that they would like to
duplicate Sunday.
Karen Jordan placed first
(9.55) on the floor exercise and
third on the vault (9.55) and bars
(9.325). Her scores on the vault
and uneven bars were season
bests for her.
Erne Cole, Kim Pope and Elisa
Martinelli reached season highs.
Cole scored a 9.4 on the balance
beam, Pope scored a 9.35 in the
floor exercise and Martinelli
scored a 9.4 on the vault.
BG scored team bests on the
vault with 46.875, the uneven
bars at 44.95 and the floor exercise with 46.675.
Even though the Falcons are
scoring team bests, injuries continue to prevent the team from
performing at full strength. Jennifer Nacca is still recovering
from an early-season ankle injury and Jennifer Wenrich is still
sore from an ankle injury she
suffered two weeks ago against
Ball State.
Sunday's meet will also be
senior appreciation day for
seniors Julia Zelikov and Nacca.
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College is Difficult Enough
So Make a Hard Decision Easy,
Rush Pikes!
where: the pike house
on 7th and high

we will be prouiding a
shuttle seruice which
will run from the
education building to
the house and back

when: 7:38 - 9:30 this wed.
and fri. the 23 and 25
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Turner
wins
skating
gold

Italians reap
wealth of gold
by Larry McShane
The Associated Press

LILLEHAMMER, Norway - The Olympics got back to basics
Thursday, with Italy's Manuela
Di Centa staking her claim as
queen of Lillehammer and
teammate Deborah Compagnoni
sweeping to an emotional gold
medal.
Alberto Tomba arrived with
the nickname and the fanfare,
but it's Di Centa who goes home
with all the medals - two gold,
two silver and one bronze - after
her first in the women's 30-kilometer cross-country ski race.
She is tops among all athletes
in Lillehammer with her medal
collection, the undisputed leader.

by Larry McShane
The Associated Press

LILLEHAMMER, Norway - A
gold medal makes people react
differently. Italy's Manuela Di
Centa shrugged hers off. Her
teammate, Deborah Compagnoni,
cried for a dead friend. And
America's Cathy Turner nearly
had to hire a lawyer.
Speedskaters were at the heart
of a controversy Thursday.
Turner defended her Olympic
gold in a bitterly disputed
contest, boosting the U.S. medal
count into double figures and
bringing charges that she was
one ugly American.
Turner, a former Ice Capades
skater, trailed silver medalist
Zhang Yanmei of China until they
bumped late in the race. No
harm, no foul, said Turner. The
contact decided the race, said
Yanmei.
The officials agreed with
Turner. An incensed Yanmei
stormed from the medal stand
Thursday night, pitching a bouquet of flowers across the rink,
after her protest was rejected.
Yanmei was then hugged by Canadian skater Nathalie Lambert,
who called Turner "brutal" and
blamed the American for her
quarterfinal fall.
"If there was something
wrong, I would have been disqualified," said Turner, whose
teammate Amy Peterson finished
third.
Turner, who won the 500-meter
short-track speedskating at its
Albertville debut, repeated her
medal-winning effort. She now
has four Olympic medals - a gold
and a relay bronze here, and a
gold and a relay silver from 1992.
The twin medals boosted the
U.S. medals count to 11, matching its highest Winter Games
total ever on foreign soil. The six
gold medals are the Americans'
most since 1980 in Lake Placid,
N.Y.; they also have three silver
and two bronze.

OLYMPIC
BRIEFS
Italy defeats France

Italy defeated France, 3-2, to
take ninth place in hockey. Norway won its first game of the
Olympics, 3-1 over Austria, to
capture 11th place. Slovakia's
team defeated Germany 6-5 in
overtime to set up its first meeting with the Czechs, a battle for
fifth place.
ap-cbo-02-24-94 1930est

The Associated Press

U.S. Olympic short track speedskater Cathy Turner waves the flag in celebration of her Olympic gold
medal.

Hawks get Manning
teams receiving no compensation.
"We have been exhaustive in
The Danny Manning sweep- our efforts," Clippers vice presistakes went to the wire Thursday dent Elgin Baylor said. "We're
night, and the Atlanta Hawks very satisfied with this deal.
won by surrendering the best There were other deals I considered, a lot of them I looked
player in franchise history.
The Hawks sent Dominique at."
The Houston Rockets, Portland
Wilkins and a No. 1 draft choice
to the Los Angeles Clippers for Trial Blazers and Miami Heat
Manning on the final day trades were among the other teams vying for Manning. Asked why he
were allowed by the NBA
There were two other deals. accepted Atlanta's offer, Baylor
The Utah Jazz acquired shooting said: "Because Dominique is the
guard Jeff Hornacek and swing- best player."
The acquisition of Manning
man Sean Green from the Philadelphia 76ers for guard Jeff Ma- will bring a dramatic change to
lone. And the Milwaukee Bucks the Hawks, who were tied Thurssent center-forward Frank day with the Chicago Bulls and
Brickowski to the Charlotte Hor- New York Knicks for best record
nets for Mike Gminski and a No. in the Eastern Conference. Wilkins, despite averaging about
1 pick.
The Manning trade had been five points less than last year,
expected because he refused to was still Atlanta's primary
re-sign with the Clippers. He and offensive weapon. He was scorWilkins will become unrestricted ing 24.4 points in 49 games.
Manning averaged 23.7 points,
free agents at season's end, free
to sign anywhere with their 7.0 rebounds and 4.2 assists in 38
by Chris Sheridan
The Associated Press

U.S. hockey loses, 5-3

minutes a game for Los Angeles.
"I'm relieved that it's finally
over and I'm just glad I know
where I'm going to be for the
next few months," Manning said.
"We haven't talked about a new
contract yet," he added.
In the Hornacek-for-Malone
trade, the Jazz acquired a better
all-around player in Hornacek
but gave up a player with a better
shooting percentage.
Hornacek is averaging 16.6
points on 46 percent shooting.
Malone is averaging 16.2 points
on 49 percent shooting.
"He's always been a hardnosed player," Utah coach Jerry
Sloan said of Hornacek. "But the
biggest thing is he's a couple of
years younger than Jeff."
In the Brickowski-Gminski
trade, the Bucks gave up their
leading scorer but got an extra
first-round pick.
"The key for us in this trade is
the first-round draft pick,"
Bucks coach Mike Dunleavy
said.

"I don't feel like a queen," she
said. "I feel like a cross-country
skier."
DI Centa defeated her main
rival, Lyubov Egorova, to foil the
Russian's pursuit of Olympic history. Egorova had an unprecedented nine medals in nine races
coming into the 30K, and a gold
would have given her a Winter
Games record of seven.
Instead, she wound up fifth -d her first Olympic finish beyond
the top two, after five medals in
Albertville and three golds and a
silver in Norway.
The record could still fall in
1998. If the 27-year-old Egorova
needs inspiration to keep competing, she can find it in Di
Centa, who won this year at age
31.
Marit Wold of Norway was
second in 1:25.57.8 as the host nation made its move to overtake
Russia as the overall medals
leader. Russia has 21 total (10
gold, seven silver, four bronze);
Norway has 20 (8-9-3); Germany
has 17 (6-5-6), as does Italy (6-3-8)
in its best Winter Games ever.
The ski party appears over for
the Americans, who won four
medals in the first four events
but have been shut out in the last
three. Giant slalom hopeful Heidi
Voelker of Pittsfield, Mass.,
wiped out in her second run
Thursday.
"Nerves definitely played a
part," Voelker said. "I felt all
right at the start, and then I got a
case of the nerves when I was out
on the course."
Compagnoni, skiing one day
after Tomba failed to defend his
Olympic giant slalom crown,
made it a two-gold medal day for
the Italians with victory in the
giant slalom.
In Albertville, Compagnoni
blew out her left knee in the giant
slalom in a horrifying fall. After
coming back to win in Lillehammer, she dedicated her victory to
Ulrike Maier, the Austrian skier
killed in a downhill race on Jan.
29.

SKYDIVE

R 210 N. Main

in Business since 1965
Cleveland Parachute Center
15199 Grove Rd.
Garrettsville, Oh. 44231

1-800-841-6255

- Italy defeated France, 3-2, to
take ninth place in hockey. Norway won its first game of the
Olympics, 3-1 over Austria, to
capture I lth place. Germany
played Slovakia later in another
consolation game.
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We're looking for active students
to help build our community
service efforts. Find out more at
our next meeting:
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~ Lina Cherjazova gave Uzbekistan its first medal in the firstever women's freestyle aerials,
ahead of Sweden's Marie Lindgren and Norway's Hilde Synnove Lid. Andreas Schoenbaechler of Switzerland took the men's
aerials ahead of two Canadians,
world champion Philippe Laroche and Lloyd Langlois.

HOWARDS club H

INTO
THE
STREETS...

...BUILDING
ACTIVE
LEADERSHIP

In other action:
- Japan won its third gold medal in Winter Games history
when it successfully defended its
Olympic title in the team Nordic
combined, easily defeating Norway and Switzerland. The U.S.
team had its best Olympic finish
ever, coming in seventh.

'

The U.S. hockey team lost to
the Czech Republic, 5-3, in a consolation game. The U.S. plays
again Saturday, with seventh
place In the Olympic tournament
on the line.

Mon. at 9pm in
room 102 BA

"This was her race," said Compagnoni.
Martina Ertl of Germany was a
distant second and Vreni
Schneider of Switzerland was
third. The top American finisher
was Eva Twardokens in seventh.
The United States, sixth with
nine medals (5-3-1), hoped to add
to its total when short-track
speedskater Cathy Turner defended her gold medal in the 500
meters. The U.S. hockey team
played the Czech Republic in a
consolation game.
The biggest news on ice was a
serious practice collision that
sent two of Nancy Kerrigan's top
competitors for the gold reeling.
World champion Oksana Baiul,
who was second going into Friday's free skate, needed stitches
in her bleeding right leg after the
pile-up. Germany's Tanja Szewczenko, who was fifth, was carried
off the ice but later returned to
skate.
The accident happened when
the pair, each going backward at
full speed, slammed into each
other. Both are expected to go in
Friday's free skate, which is
worth two-thirds of their score.
"It's scary," said Kerrigan,
who was warming up with the
two women when the accident
occurred.
While the crash occurred in a
near-empty rink, the Wednesday
night showdown between Kerrigan and Tonya Harding appears
ready to become the mostwatched sporting event in American television history.
Overnight Nielsen ratings indicated it could pass the 1982
Super Bowl, the current No. 1,
and wind up fourth overall behind the final MASH episode,
the Who-Shot-J.R. episode of Dallas and the miniseries Roots.

N

UD1TI° ?
VOCALISTS & MUSICIANS
Do you play an instrument or sing?
Audition for a PAID position in the
PRE - REGISTRATION CABARET SHOW!
Sign - up for auditions at 405
Student Services until
February 28th. Auditions will
be held 2/28 & 3/1.
CALL 353 - 0160 for more
Information
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Red machine keeps going Blair provides
gold memories

by Jim LItlce
The Associated Press

LILLEHAMMER, Norway Nobody screams "Break Up
The Russians!" at the Olympics anymore. Not because it
doesnt apply, only because it's
already been done.
How about cutting back on
their rations, scattering their
coaches, closing their facilities, selling off every piece of
the program that will draw a
ruble or two, and converting
one Big Red Machine into 11
smaller ones?
That's been done, too. Hasn't
made much of a difference,
either. Winter is always a home
game for the Russians.
"They're in their element,"
U.S. cross country ski team
leader Jack Benedick said
Thursday.
"All you have to do is look at
"em. They just look tough.
"I'm working the paraOlympics next week," Benedick added, "and you ought to
see the Russians' disabled
cross-country ski team. They
look tough as hell, too."
A half-hour later, the
greatest individual medal run
in Olympic history would end

without a whimper from the
woman who owned it.
It figured, too. Lyubova
Egorova is a Russian.
She was going for an historic
seventh gold and seeking to
stretch her record of top-three
placements to a 10th consecutive Olympic race. When that
quest ended with a fifth-place
finish, Egorova simply pulled
on her warmups, turned back
and looked out over the course
for a few minutes more.
Then she made her way past
reporters and back to the Russian team cabin. Apparently,
the only person she planned to
share her thoughts with was
herself.
"We're the biggest, richest
country in the world," Benedick marveled when Egorova's
name came up earlier. "With
all that, you'd think we'd be
able to produce at least one like
her."
Mother Russia's cupboard
may be bare of everything else,
but one glance at the medals
table at these Winter Games
suggests that she's still got
world-class athletes in abundance.
The uniforms they're wearing now feature blue and white

prominently, with the familiar
crimson reduced to a trimming. The Russians' place in
the medals race is no different
than it has been at just about
every Winter Olympics since
they first took part in 1956.
At the end of the day Thursday, they were No. 1 in overall
medals - 21 to 20 for the Norwegians - and in gold - 10 to 8
for their hosts.

"We never had
enough money. We
never had enough
facilities. So what is
new about that?"
Alexander Chernov,
Russian Olympian
Westerners read news stories about shortages of everything in Russia, from food to
apartments, from hockey
pucks to bobsleds, from hockey
players who have fled to the
NHL to bobsledders who have
gone over to the Lithuanian
team. And these readers ex-

pect to find Russia much lower
in the medal count.
"We never had enough
money. We never had enough
facilities," said Alexander
Chernov, a sportswriter for the
Itar-Tass news agency. "So
what is new about that?"
Hasn't it become harder to
maintain?
"No," Chernov replied, "because psychologically, we are
winners always."
An Olympic win meant everything to an ambitious young
Soviet athlete. Travel, a car, a
cushy job, a reputation. Girlfriends or boyfriends and a
room of one's own in the fashionable Ostinkino section of
Moscow.
Now medals bring flat payments, such as the $15,000 per
that Egorova collected for each
of her three golds. If life on the
right side of the capitalist
tracks hasn't made the Russian
athletes any friendlier, it
hasn't made them any less
formidable, either.
"It will be a few years still
that they are at such a high
level. They have many juniors
who were already in the program," said Vladimir Saranovic.

by Fred Bayles
The Associated Press

Bonnie Blair won her fifth Olympic gold medal in three Olympics;
her second at these Games. No
other U.S. woman has earned as
much gold. Add a bronze from
Calgary and she is the top U.S.
medalist in the Winter Games.
But the 1,000-meter event had
an eerie quality of rerun. There
was Bonnie, effortlessly flying
over the ice. There were the rest,
left in her wake. The closest,
Anke Baier of Germany, was 1.38
seconds behind Blair - the
biggest gap on record.
There was the Brady Bunch, a
three-score collection of family
and friends in white and gold,
cheering their girl on. There was
Bonnie on the medal stadium,
waving, singing the National
Anthem.
Despite the hurrahs of the
Bunch, the affair had a subdued
air. The fact that Viking Ship
Olympic Hall had row after row
of empty benches may have contributed. They couldn't fill the
house even after offering free
admission to those 16 and
younger.

HAMAR, Norway - Fastforward 35 years. Playing in the
attic, the kids find a box filled
with picture after picture of
Grandma standing on platforms
with other women.
The other faces change from
picture to picture, but Grandma
is always there, standing on the
top step, a big smile on her face.
The kids dig deeper and come up
with a handful of medals. While
they have different inscriptions,
all but one are gold.
The kids run down to where
Grandma Bonnie sits with her
Meister Brau, watching this
week's quarterfinals in the TransUniversal Figure Skating competition.
She explains the pictures and
the medals, how back in '94, she
became the top woman gold
medalist in U.S. Olympic history.
Lost in her memories, she doesn't
hear the awed question.
"Tell us. Grandma," they repeat. "Did you know Nancy Kerrigan?"
It was Bonnie's swan song, but
Let's quickly return to the prethere wasn't a wet eye in the
sent.
On Wednesday, speedskater house.

SPORTS
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Red Wings
Whalers

beat

RICHFIELD, Ohio - Sergei Fedorov assisted on all three Detroit goals and Chris Osgood got
his first career shutout as the
Red Wings beat the Hartford
Whalers 3-0 Thursday night.
The win, before a neutral-site
crowd of 11.621 at the Richfield
Coliseum, pulled the Red Wings
into a first-place tie with Toronto
in the Central Division at 77
points each. Detroit has played
one less game than the Maple
Leafs.
Hartford dropped to 4-12-3 in
its last 19 games.

Suns top Timberwolves

MINNEAPOLIS - The Phoenix
Suns remained unbeaten in 19
games against Minnesota, defeating the Timberwolves 120-101
Thursday night behind 26 points
from Cedric Ceballos.
Phoenix built a 65-57 halftime
lead as Ceballos scored 13 points
in the second quarter.
Dan Majerle scored 17 of his 21
points in the first quarter, when
he tied a Suns record with five
3-pointers.
Charles Barkley scored 17
points and had eight assists for
the Suns, and Kevin Johnson added 14 points.
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We serve lunch,
^dinner & daily
' cocktails
Wednesday & Friday
Lunch Buffet
Special 11:30-1:30
All you can eat $4.95
Open 7 days
1616 E. Wooster, Bowling Green
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Free Delivery
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QB dilemma: there's Sorrento aims for spot
none left for Detroit in opening day roster
by Harry Atkins
The Associated Press

PONTIAC, Mich. - His wishy-washy dealing
with Detroit quarterbacks last season is coming
back to haunt Lions' coach Wayne Fontes.
Erik Kramer is already gone, and it's hard to imagine either Rodney Peete or Andre Ware wanting
anything more to do with the Lions.
Wednesday, the Lions announced the signing of
former Minnesota Vikings assistant Tom Moore to
be their quarterback coach. But, at the moment,
the only quarterback the Lions have under contract is Chuck Long.
."We are going to get a good guy," Fontes said.
"We are not going to panic or end up with a guy off
the streets."
That's brave talk from a guy who wasted a No. 1
draft pick on Ware, the 1989 Heisman Trophy winner, then couldn't find a way to use him. Ware
spent the next four years caught up in a merry-goround with Peete and Kramer.
It wasn't pretty.
The Lions won the NFC Central two of the past
three years. But that was mainly because Kramer
stepped in late in 1991 and late in 1993 and saved
them. Yet he was never considered the No. 1 quarterback.
"If I thought he was our long-term answer, we
wouldn't be out there looking," Fontes said. "There
are some good quarterbacks out there who are
contacting the Detroit Lions."
Kramer, deciding he had taken enough, signed
earlier this week with the Chicago Bears. They
gave him $8.1 million for three years. The Lions
had been inching up their offer to Kramer, but he
never even called them back.
Clearly, Kramer didn't want to bargain with the
Lions. He wanted to play.
"They never made me feel like they wanted me,"
Kramer said. "I wanted to be someplace where
they believed in me from the start. The Lions were
like, 'Yeah, we want you, until we can find someone
else.'"
The Lions started the 1993 season with Peete at
quarterback. Peete lost the job to Ware, who lost it
back to Peete, who eventually lost it to Kramer. It
drove all three of them bananas. And they all were

unrestricted free agents when the season ended.
"I haven't spoken to the Lions' front office,"
Kramer said. "But I'll bet their reaction was,
'Good, we'll sign somebody else.'"
Somehow, the search for a successor seems just
as confused as the quarterback controversy that
almost spoiled the regular season. The Lions are
romancing everyone In sight.
Scott Mitchell, the Miami Dolphins' backup, was
at the Silverdome on Monday. He appears to be the
Lions' prime interest.
"He's like a draft choice with a little experience," Lions' general manager Chuck Schmidt
said. "He's 26 years old, he has all the physical
tools, and he has a lot of upside potential."
But the Lions also are expecting visits next week
from Sean Salisbury of the Vikings and Chris Miller of the Atlanta Falcons. They also hope to set up
a visit within the next two weeks with Bernie Kosar, who was dumped by Cleveland and signed by
the Dallas Cowboys as Super Bowl insurance.
If those visits don't pan out, Warren Moon and
Jim Harbaugh might be available in trade. Houston's asking price for Moon might be too high for
the Lions. The Bears likely would take less for
Harbaugh now.
Washington's Mark Rypien and the Rams' Jim
Everett also are reported to be up for trade.
Salisbury was 1-4 as a starter for the Vikings,
despite some big passing games. Miller, once a Pro
Bowl performer, has had two serious injuries to
his left knee. Kosar feels his sidearm delivery is
still good enough to start someplace.
Meanwhile, Ware and Peete aren't burning any
bridges. If all else fails, they feel working for the
Lions would be better than a real job.
"I'm keeping an open mind about everything,"
Ware said. "I'm just taking my time though this
whole process, seeing what's where and going
from there."
There is talk that Ware might end up with Houston. That would reunite him with coach Jack Pardee, the man who got him that Heisman.
There have been no reports that Peete has
scheduled any visits. Yet it is almost certain that
his five years as a starter will make him attractive
to some NFL teams, at least as a backup.

The Associated Press

WINTER HAVEN, Fla. -- Paul
Sorrento wants a spot on the
Cleveland Indians' lineup, every
day, and never mind whether
there's a left-handed pitcher on
the mound for the opposition.
The Indians' first baseman
bats left-handed and spent a lot
of time on the bench last season
when the opposing team put a lefty on the mound. That didn't sit
well with Sorrento.
"To play every day, that's my
goal this year," he said.
The Indians move into a new
ballpark this year, and the April 4
opener against Seattle will likely
see left-hander Randy Johnson
pitching for the Mariners.
But Sorrento says he plans to
be in the lineup that day.

In the event you hadn't already
guessed, the Chicago White Sox
will open the season with Cy
Young Award winner Jack
McDowell on the mound.
"I kind of left it up to Jack,"
manager Gene Lamont said
Thursday in Sarasota, Fla "Jack
said he would rather start the
game in Toronto."
McDowell, a 22-game winner
who lost twice to the Blue Jays
during the regular season and
twice in the American League
playoffs, had a choice. He could
have waited until Chicago's home
opener April 8 against the Boston
Red Sox or started the opener at
Toronto on April 4.

"He's the ace of our staff," said
Lamont. "The matchups I wanted
down the line a couple of series
weren't good if Jack had pitched
in Chicago instead of Toronto."
When cleanup hitter Kevin
Mitchell walked into the Cincinnati Reds clubhouse at Plant City,
Fla., he was asked about his
weight.
"I don't know how much I lost,
but I feel pretty good about myself this year," said Mitchell,
listed at 244 pounds. "My weight
doesn't make any difference at
all to me.
"As long as I can swing the bat
and do the job the way it's supposed to be done and drive in
runs, I don't think my weight is a
problem."

RBIs, but slumped badly in June
and July, hitting just .197 with
three home runs and 19 RBIs.
He hit .289 from August on, but
still managed only four home
runs and 19 RBIs.
And then there are his career
stats against left-handers - .218,
compared with .261 against righthanders.
One bright spot is last year's
showing against lefties - .241 bucking the career numbers.
"I was just miserable in the
second half" of the season, Sorrento said. "I didn't know what I
was doing. I was lost."
"I tried to change things in the
middle of the year, but it didn't
work. A lot of it was mental. I
completely lost my confidence."

Injuries shorten Wells
Cavalier's bench

Continued from page seven.

The Associated Press

RICHFIELD, Ohio -- The
Cleveland Cavaliers' brief flirtation with a full bench is over.
For a moment, the Cavaliers
had Brad Daugherty back. Larry
Nance was back, too.
But Wednesday night's 106-96
victory over the Washington Bullets cost them both, as Nance
went out with a strained tendon
in his left foot and Daugherty reaggravated a lower back sprain.
"That," said Cavaliers coach
Mike Fratello, "is the NBA. Just
when you think things are
straightened out, the unknown
hits."
Nance, who left on crutches
Wednesday night, would only say
Despite missing nearly half of he didn't know what he'd done to
last season to injuries, Mitchell injure the foot. Daugherty, who
hit .341 with 19 homers and 64 has played parts of four games
RBIs.
with back problems, said he
Saying he wanted to "go out could feel his back getting worse
and have fun and put Oakland as the night wore on.
back on the charts," Rickey HenThe Cavaliers said Thursday
derson reported to the Athletics that Nance was doubtful for Frispring training camp in Scotts- day's game against Golden State
dale, Ariz.
and Saturday's game against Dallas, both at Richfield Coliseum.
It was the first on-time spring Daugherty was also listed as
arrival for baseball's career doubtful for both games.
base-stealing champion since his
Both are to be re-evaluated
early years with the A's.
daily.
John Williams, meanwhile, was
"I can't remember the last time suffering Thursday from a mild
when I came to camp in Februar- inflammation of scar tissue on
y," Henderson said. "It would his right hand, but was listed as
have to have been when I was a probable for Friday's game with
the Warriors.
kid."

White Sox set starter
The Associated Press

"I think at this point, it's all up
to me," he said. "I think I can do
the job if I'm given the opportunity. If I don't, I'm the only one to
blame."
Manager Mike Hargrove
would welcome Sorrento as a
regular infielder, so long as he
shows he can make the grade.
"If Paul plays first base every
day, it allows me to make a few
more moves," Hargrove said. "If
Paul doesn't play, (designated
hitter) Eddie Murray has to play
first, and I have to find another
DH.
"So I want Paul to play every
day, but he has to show me he
can."
Last season won't help in that
regard, and Sorrento knows it.
He averaged .280 in April and
May with 11 home runs and 27

Neither Nance nor Daugherty
were around for much of

"We've been hurt by
the injury bug all
year."
Danny Ferry, Cleveland
Cavaliers
Wednesday's game. Daugherty
left after 11 minutes and Nance
missed the entire second half.
The Cavaliers didn't fold without
them, however, outscoring the
Bullets 52-43 in the second half
and grabbing 31 second-half rebounds to just 14 for Washington.
Off the bench, Chris Mills had
13 points, 12 rebounds and two
blocked shots, while Danny
Ferry added 10 points and seven
rebounds and Bobby Phils had 10
points and four boards.
Mark Price had a game-high 22
points. He's the only one who has
played in all S3 of the Cavaliers'
games.
"I'm proud of the way our guys
stepped up," Fratello said.
"We've been hurt by the injury
bug all year," said Ferry. "Eventually things will get better for us
and we won't have any problems,
but for now it hasn't happened
that way. We look forward to
when we can be consistently
healthy."

His greatest attribute, is the
way he handles himself off the
ice, according to York.
"He's a very classy individual," York said. "He's a great representative of [the University]."
"Off the ice, he's the type of
kid that a lot of people want to be
like," BG assistant coach Scott
Paluch said.
As cliched as it may sound,
Wells takes pride in being a student athlete, York said.
"He prepares for the classroom and the ice with 100 percent effort," York said.
His play on the ice has made
him a legitimate first team
AU-CCHA and AU-American
candidate.
"He is one of those guys - because of his play and not because
of the team he plays on or the
hype he's received - that has become a dominant player in our
league," Gwozdecky said.
Although the accolades would
be nice, Wells would rather concentrate on team goals.
"I've proven myself in this
league and those honors would be
nice, but I'd rather see this team
get back to the Joe Louis Arena
and hopefully the national tournament," he said.
Like many college hockey
players, Wells wants to continue
playing next year and eventually
make it to the National Hockey
League.
"It has been a dream of mine to
play at the next level, and I'm
hoping someone will give me a
chance to do that," he said.

Classifieds
CAMPUS EVENTS
ABE YOU STRESSED? ARE YOU WONDER
IMG HOW YOU'RE GOING TO MAKE fT TO
SPRING BREAK? We can holp The OH.ce ol
Student Activities A Orientation & the SOLD
Organization are sponsoring a workshop dealing with "Stress & Strategies m Coping" to be
ottered on Wednesday. March 2 at 7:00 pm in
the Alumni Room ol the University Union. Dr.
Roman Carek. Director of the Counseling
Center, will be the guest speaker. For reservations, please contact the Office ol Student Activities at 372-2843

WIN H.000 IN POETRY CONTEST FOR
RULES. GUIDELINES: SEND SELFADDRESSED. STAMPED ENVELOPE TO:
POETRY CONTEST: P.O. BOX 435: WARSAW, IN 46581.
KNOW A MASTERTEACHER?
Nominaiton lorms lor the 1994
Master Teacher Award
are due March 1st
Return To:
The Undergraduate Alumni Association
MM Alumni Cenier

?rs 372-8849 ??■•
LOW ON CASH?
Win a semester's tuition In the HSA Tuition
Raffle. Buy tickets in the Union foyer this week
for $1 each or 8 for $5.

SUMMER
CMP OYMCMT
ClPPOPTl JNimCS

AMUSIMINT PARK/Rf SORT
SAMDUSKY. OHIO
Want J lummer fib that'! more than money and
work experience? want a job where you can make
friends and en(oy free time fun?
Cedar Point's 3.500 |obs have what you're
looking for good pay. the chance for a substantial
bonus, housing available (for IB and older),
valuable work experience, a recreation program and
an entire amusement park and beach to ersjoy
when you're off duty
Stop by and tali to us about the opportunities
Bowling Green State University
■Job Fair
Tuesday. March 1
10:00 AM-4:00 PM
Union - Ballroom
You 0WI n*»d an appointment, rl yon have
auMtlom pkMM |.r» M i (ill it (41t) 07-2245.

Join Us At The Job Fair

Spend the summer in the
beautiful Catskill Mountains of
New York. Achieve a challenging
and rewarding summer experience
working in a residential camp for
adults with physical and
developmental disabilities.
Positions available: Counselors,
Cabin leaders. Program leaders.
All students are encouraged to
apply. Season dates June 6 August 24. Good salary, room
and board, and some travel
allowance. For more information
call 9I4 - 434 - 2220 or write to
Camp Jened, P.O. Box 483, Rock
Hill, NY 12775.

Ths Elementary Education
Studsnl Advisory Board
Get the scoop: What is E.E AS?
Monday Feb. 28 in 114 Ed. at9:00
A police on a for member ship are
available m 520 Ed. on Feb. 28
thru March 7th.

ATTENTION
Recreation, Sporta Mgmt, IPCO,
Public Relations, Hospitality Mgmt
majors, or anyone Interested in
Employee Servlcee:
The student of the Recreation & Touhsm ,
division are) planning a "Proving the
Positives of Employee 9ervlcee" conference.
Friday, March 4,1004 at the Holiday
Inn, Eeat In Columbus It it a great
opportunity for students to hear
professionals discuss the growing field ol
Employee Service* in business. Anyone
•no
is interested or nas questions snouio
contact the Recreation Oept 372-6913.

Attention Wargarners and Roleplayers
GarrwrestW March 11 and 12
Frl. 6-12 Sat 1-12 Education Bog
Cal Eric 372-6178 for Into.
Attention USG Write In Candidates
The students tor Democratic Leadership A Krelecher Quad Government are presenting a
USG candidates' forum on Wednesday, March
2 If you would Idee to partjopate. contact SDL
President Mike Polidon at 372-1363.

HIPS. LIPS,
and all of the above...
Women for Women
presents a nighi of reading & music
al COSMO'S
Friday. February 25 & 9 pm
Join usl And bring your own contributions

FREE TUITION'"!"
Win $1776 in the Tuition Raffle Gel your uaets In the Union foyer this week lor Si each or s
tickets tor $S.
Hoi. hoi, hoi. BOB MARIEY Tnbule. ARK
Band. S pm. Sal. Feb. 26. Union Ballroom.
Ce/nbean style REGGAE

1I.UU1

flowers

Big up reggae massive • lOth Bob Marley Tribute. 9 pm. Sal. F<ib 26, Union Ballroom. ARK
Band. A Caribbean Assoc ovont.

THE ARK BAND plays at Cam bean Assoc/s
Reggae Tribute to Bob Marley. 9 pm. Sat.
Feb.26Lenriart Baiircom (Peace)

Get your picture m the Day-by-Dayl
We need pictures lor next year's calender)
Turn m your favorite photo to UAO at 330
Union by Apnl 1st at 5pm. Call 2-2343 lor details. We need your photo (or the Day-by-Dayl

Allentlon all WBGU-FM DJ's
There is a mandatory staff meeting on Tuesday. March 1 at 9 pm m 121 West Hall. We
have lots todiscuss.sobe there!

continued on p 12

America Can't Compete
Unless She Can
But in school, girls are cits
couraged trom taking the
science and math courses
they'll need lor America to
compete in the future Girls

Management Inc.
HUGE 1 bdrm, 215 E. Poe Rd., all ufil
included except elec., 91 /2 or 12 mo.
lease, starts at $300/mo.

CA
Management Inc.
1 bdrms./222 N. Church St,
Affordable housing in nice, quiet

Give
daffodils...
it's more |

Summer Job Fair
Tuesday. March 1, Union Grand Ballroom
.Appearing; HANZ & FRANZ'i

neighborhood. Short walk to
Downtown area, starts at $260/mo.

hi-.ir th.it math is too tough
Foi them Girls get ceded
on less than boys in the
classroom Even tests and
textbooks stereotype and
ignore women and girls
Don'r let anyone tell
her she can't compete.
For your Iree copy ol " Ten
Tips to Build Gender Fair
Schools . call 1 800 3?6 AAUW

Management Inc.
(419)353-5800
Stop in our office located at 1045 N.
Main St. for a complete list of apts. we
havej available.

li
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n Awesome Spring Break! Best Trips &
Pnces' Bahamas Party Cruise 6 Days $279!

continued (romp. 11
WOMEN FOR WOMEN
Meets even/ Monday
0 00 pm 109 BA
New mem bers welcome I

'ANCHORSPLASHDelta Gamma AnchorSpiash is Sunday, February 27 from 1-3 pm at Cooper Pool. All Students are welcome. Don't frogel your pocket
change - raffle tickets will be on sale
'ANCHORSPLASH*

World Student Association
•SUMMER JOB!!*
Students who are FLUENT in Spanish with an
interest in the social services needed to work in
Fremont (30 mm. from BG).
Excellent Pay - Summer "94
2-2451 details.

MALAYSIAN COFFEE HOUR
Malaysian food, displays. 6 people
This Friday Irom 7 pm to 9 pm
Offenhaur West, 11th floor

LOST & FOUND
FOUND
Ring found m West Hall women's restroom.
2nd floor. Tues., Feb. 22. late afternoon.
Stop in 204 West Hall to identify.

Administrative Staff Scholarship applications available at FASE office. Off-Campus
Student Center, Honors Program, Coop Office,
MulbculturaJ Affairs, Pre-Major Advising and
Center for Archival Collections. Scholarship of
$1000. For full or part-time undergrad in top
10*4 of his/her dais. Need not qualify for financial aid to receive scholarship. See application for complete qualifying information. March
18,4:30 p.m deadline

Lost: 1 Black Day Runner Left ai Leadership
Conference in BA 111 this weekend. Reward if
returned Call 474-6609 or 389-4775. Ask lor
John.

CLAUDIA FERRETTI
Happy Birthday Tri-Lam Sweetheart!
Love, Your Omega Mu Sisiers

SERVICES OFFERED

Claudia,
Happy 20th - Hope that cream ridded you ol
those rashes • Can't wait for tonight I
Love. Your Aunt's Butt

PREGNANT?
We can help FREE 4 CONFIDENTIAL pregnancy tests, support & information BG Pregnancy Center Call354-HOPE.
Royal Cleaning for your home cleaning
needs. Thorough, reliable, experienced and insured Estimates given. 353-2008.

Dear Lil' 4 Grand Lil' Dave.
Good luck on Individuals
We know you 11 do great.
Jusl know your stuff
And we'll go out 6CELEBRATEI
Love. B o Teressa A Grand Big Lisa
Buy your Cards and Gifts
al the Lit 11« Shop.
New Houra: Mon. - Thure. 8:30-5:30
Fri. 8:30-5
University Union

Word Processing - Term Papers, Thesis, Resumes, Dissensions on Laser Pnnter Call
352-6705(910 9),

Delta Sigma Pi * Lil Marcey.
Good fuck al Individuals' You'll do greatl
Love. Big Heather
Delta Sigma Pi
To my little Chrissy,
There's no need for a htssy.
Individuals will bo a breeze.
Know the Purpose please!
Your "Absent Minded" Big, Amy
Delta Sigma Pi * Delia Sigma Pi •
To My little, Monica.
Good kick at Individuals1 You'a do great!!
Love, Your Big. Renee
DELTA SIGMA PI * CRYSTAL * DELTA SK3MAPI
Individuals are almost here, but don't fret.
OoodLucklf
Your Secret Big
DELTA SIGMA PI
Lil'Scon.
Individuals are finally here A we know that you
will make us proud. Know the purpose both
backwards A forwards A you will do fine.
Love. Your Big Ang« A Your Secrei Big
DELTA SIGMA PI
LITTLE SHIRLEY
GOOD LUCK AT INDIVUALSI
LOVE. BIG COLLEEN
DELTA SIGMA PI * DELTA SIGMA PI'
AZD'DTD'AZD'DTD
Congratulations to Stacey Crum for
being chosen Deli Sweetheart.
AZD * DTD' AZD ■ DTD

BURSAR GOT YOU DOWN?
Win a semester's tuition in the HSA Tuition
Raffle. Buy tickets in ihe Union foyer this week
for$i each or 6 for $5
FEBRUARY SPECIAL
100% Wool Sweaters $29.95
reg. $40. JT's Cam/out and
Collegiate Connection. Comer
of Ridge A Thurson.

Includes 12 Meals & 6 Free Parttesl Panama
City Room With Kitchen 8 Days $1191 Cartcun
4 Jamaica With Air From Columbus 8 Days
From $4691 Daylona $149' Key West $249'
Cocoa Beach $159' 1-800-678-6386.
•1 Awesome Spring Break! Panama City! 8
Days Oceanview Room Wtth Kitchen $1191
Walk To Best Bars! Includes Free Discount
Card - Save $50 On Cover Chargesi
1-800-678-6386
Alpha Chi Omega * Alpha Chi Omega
I ho Sisters of Alpha Chi Omega are pleased to
announce the recent lavalwring of Kim Hosier
to Todd Ockerson ol Kappa Sigma.
AXO' AXO • AXO' AXO ■ AXO • AXO
ALPHA PHI ' STEPHANIE DAVIS ' ALPHA
PHI
Congratulations on your pearl! We are all so
very happy lor you. We can't believe he finally
did it!
Love. Apt. »i7*BoboK>o
ALPHA PHI ' STEPHANIE DAVIS * ALPHA
PHI
ALPHA PHI * JEN RANKEY * ALPHA PHI
How proud we are . The debut of your sculpture will be sure to astound the entire art community! Congratulations!
Love, Sage. Rosemary,
Pepperdine. & PrmukiD
ALPHA PHI' JEN RANKEY ' ALPHA PHI
Alpha *" Sig Ep
The sisters ol Alpha Xi Delta would like to congratulate their houseboy James Forse for his
recent lavaJienng to Amy Land.
Alpha XJ " Sig Ep
ANCHORSPLASH
ANCHORSPLASH
SUNDAY the 27th
SUNDAY the 271h
1-3 PM COOPER POOL
1-3 PM COOPER POOL
EVERYONE WELCOME
EVERYONE WELCOME
Anyone can join a fraternity, not
even/one can build one. Open Rush
Tuesday. March i si 9:00 P.M.
PI KAPPA PHI
Are you going on Spring Break? If not. UAO
has your trip Holiday Inn Beachfront resort.
Panama City. FL. Only $160 for 7 rughts, 8
days. There are already (94 BGSU students
going, so dont miss out on the fun' Sign up today m the UAO office 3rd floor Unon Wed
March 2 is the last day. so make plans now.
ATTENTION SPRING BREAKERS!!! Party'
Panama City $i 29, Daytona $169.
Key West $279. Bahamas $389.
Jamaica/Cancun $469, Padre $279.
Qualify Acommodations. Free Drink Panes'
Endless Summer. 1-800-234-7007.
tl Awesome Spring Break Bahamas Party
Cruise! 6 Days $279' Trip Includes Cruise &
Room, 12 Meals & 6 Free Parties' Hurry) This
Wilt Sell Out! 1-800-676 6386

• "Delta Sigma PI"
There once was a Pledge named Dave,
Who always made his Secret Big ravel
He's sure to pull through
During his Individual Review I
He'll know the Purpose for sure
And his fame wi'i endure.
Youll know he's the best
When he passes the test'
So good luck & study hard.
Love, Your Secret Big, "The Bard"!
"Delta Sigma PI"

Open 4 pm

JACK'S COMING!
JACK'S COMING)
JACK'S COMING!
JACK'S COMING!

Delta Sigma Pi * Delta Sigma PI *
Lil Crystal.
Once Individuals have come and gone.
Well still be here to party on"
Know the purpose A youll do fine.
Well go out A have a good time'
GoodLuckit

KATIE.
GOOD LUCK AT INDIVIDUALS! I KNOW
THAT YOU WILL DOGREAT!
RICH

Love,
Your Big Amy

Brendan, Coach, Brian B. & Brad
Gel payched lor Saturday'
Love.
Erin, Julie, Deb, I Brandy

Delta Sigma Pi' Delia Sigma Pi
Little Fred. You are the best,
I know youll stand out Irom the rest.
Know your stuff - it's not thai lough.
Good luck at individuals''
Big Jen
Delta Sigma Pi * Delia Sigma Pi

I

Csl 362-5168 For Free DBtvary |

MI N.Milnll., Bowing Grain

BG's Most Award - Winning Pizza!

J

KNOW A MASTER TEACHER?
Nominator! forms lor Ihe 1994
Master Teacher Award
ae due March 1 at.
Return to:
The Undergraduate Alumni Association
Mien Alumni Center
?re 372-6849 ?ra

NEED THE DOUGH?
Win »1776 in ihe Tuition Raffle. Gel your nekeia in the Union foyer ttvsweek tor $1 each ore
torf5
PI KAPPA PHI
Anyone can join a tratemiry. not
everyone can build one. Open Rush
Tuesday.March KI9 OOP M
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BGSU UJEEKLV RECYCLING REPORT
FEBURRT 13-19
THIS WEEKS IIIIHI: 23. 575 LBS
ALUMINUM:
GLHSS:
CRHDBHORO:
NIUISPRPIB:
OTHER:

9BB LBS
4, 570 LBS
B. 2B8 LBS

5, 296 LBS

LOST WEEKS I0IIIL .

26, 588
902
4, 130
0, 320
3, 318

LBS
LBS
LBS
LBS
LBS

4. 529 LBS
(3 |
9, 330 LBS
The Campus Recycles These Items Rnd More. BGSU Is Making a
Difference, But lile Need Vour Participation! Info: 572-8909.

"THANK VOI FIR BECVC1IN6I1

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++if.*.+*:+*.if.+l

COUNSELORS: CAMP WAYNE.
brother/sister camp, Northeastern Pennsylvania. 6723-6721/94. HAVE THE MOST
MEMORABLE SUMMER OF YOUR LIFE"
GREAT OPPORTUNITY FOR GROWTH IN
PERSONAL, PROFESSIONAL AND PARENTING SKILLS. Counselors needed lor
Tennis, Swim. (W S.lpreferred) Walersknng,
Sailmg. Basketball, Softball. Volleyball, Soccer, Sell-Defense, Gymnastics,
Dance/Cheerleadlng. Aerobics.
Nature^amping. Ropes. Piano, Guitar. Calligraphy, Jewelry. Batik, Sculpture. Ceramics.
Drawing. Painting. Silkscreen. Photography,
Videography. Drama. Other stall Group
Leaders. General. Nurses. Driver/Video or
Photo (21*). Many other positions ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS, Thursday. March ioih
For more information, call i 800 756 CAMP or
516-889-3217 or write 12 Allevard Si. Lido
Boach,NYii561.

Roommate warned - Room in two bedroom
apt available Feb. 19 $200/mo. * $200 deposn Call Dan at 3540122
Wanted ASAP Female Roommate - have own
bedroom! $150 a month plus utilities. Available
immediateryllC^l3S4-0037,Spm-llpm,

AA ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT JOIN
THE GOLD RUSH TO ALASKA'S FISHERIES
INDUSTRY! EARN $5,000 MO IN CANNERIES. PROCESSORS. ETC> MALE OR FEMALE
NO EXPERIENCE REQUIRED.
ROOM/BOARD/TRAVEL OFTEN PROVIDEDI GUARANTEED SUCCESS' (919)
929-4398 EXT. A78
Accepting applications for assistant line cook
5 close. Fridays A Saturdays. Experience preferred. Apply in person ai Kaufman's Downtown.

For sake: Schwtnn Hurricane Mountain Bike.
Almoal new, cornea ml lock Great lor spnno.
t300-calla[37? 3/34.
For Sale: 1989 Dodge Colt. 63,000mi., A/C
Reliable and mechanically eound with aome
exterior damage on pass sido $1000 or
beat oiler. Call 14654421.
Pagers - $99.95 complete w/ activation,
3 months air time. a local phone number.
Bee Gee Rental a Sales 352 4646
RUSSEl

PRO COTTON LETTERED
SWEATSHIRTS
$29.95 reg $43-47.45
Collegiate Connection
531 Ridge/352 4333
ACROSS FROM MAC WIST i
Woman a Guco Watch
For Sale lor $200. paid $325
Call 353 6028

Yamaha keyboard with stand $160
Excellent condition
352-4671 e«t. 54, ask tor Ryan

FOR RENT
1 bedroom apartment 316 1/2 Ridge 12
month lease starting in August. Tenant pays all
utilities except gas. Gas heat. $300/mo. Call
354-2654 (days) 6352 2330(evemngs).

CRUISE LINE Entry level on board
positions avail., summer or year round,
greal benefits, free travel. (813)229-5478.

3 bedroom apartment.
Available immediately.
354-8600 * We do allow pets.

Earn cash stuffing envelopes ai home. All materials provided Send SASE to PO Box 395,
Olathe.KS. 60051.
EXCEPTIONAL SUMMER OPPORTUNITY Camp Wayne Boys, NE PA (3
hrs/NYC) Sports onenied
Counselors/Specialists lor all Land/Water Sports.
Outdoor Rec, Computers, AAC. Video, Radio.
Campus interviews on Tuesday, March 1.
Write: 55 Channel Drive. Port Washington NY
11050-2216 or call 1-600-509-2267 or
516-683-3067.
Help Wanted: Summer Camp Counselors.
Waterfront Director, Horseback Instructors/Director. Outpost Director. YMCA Camp
Willson. Belief ontame. OH 1-800-4230427.
IMMEDIATE HELP
10-30 hours/week, flexible schedule.
$9 starting pay. No experience necessary.
Apply soon. Call 259-1117.
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Make up to $2,000 - $4,000 plus/mo leaching
basic conversational English abroad. Japan,
Taiwan, and S. Korea. Many employers provide room A board and oiher benefits. No
leaching background or Asian languages required. For more information call (206)
632-1146 ext.J5544.

353-0325 - Carry Rentals
211 E. Reed for 5 or 6 students
321 E. Merry • 6 bedrooms, new
311 4 316 E. Merry-2 bedroom apts
Single rooms for males
Close to campus, lulfy furnished,
soil available tor 94/95.
530 Manwi e Small. 3BR house $400 plus utilities. 12 month lease only, starting 5/14/94.
Call Stevo Smith at 352-6917.
606 1/2 E. Woosier and 2 bedroom apartments no more than 2 blocks from campus A
vail, spring and fall D&G Rentals 267-3233.
S24 Sixth -FREE HEAT
2 bdrm apt, funVunturn. free gas heat, water 6
sewer, washer/dryer. Call Newtove Rentals
352-5620, our only office
643Slith
2 bdrm apt, unfurn, dishwashers, washer/dryer m bldg.. 2 full baths. Call Newlove
Rpntals 352- 5620. our only office.
FOR RENT
16 2 bedroom apts, furn/unfuin. Available for
summer, 9 mo. leases Campus shuttle, heat
included WINTHROPTERRACE352-9135
FOR RENT FALL
4 bdrm. fum. • 402 S. College
3 bdrm. fum. '831 4 635 Fifth

K100 Radio is accepting tapes
A resumes lor possible future part-Dme
on-air positions. On-air experience A a
FCC operator's permit are a must Send
cassette air check A resume to Gary Shores
in care of K100 Radio, 3225 Arlington Ave.
Toledo. Oh 43614.
Ki 00 is an equal opportunity empolyer.

Now hinng floor walkers for Uptown Downtown
Inc. Must apply in person in Downtown between 9-10 pm Monday thru Friday.

3 SUBLEASE RS FOR THE SUMMER
3 Bedrooms, One block from Campus
$150 a month per person, 2 car garage
please call: 353-2333

Lil' Lisa - Good luck al Individuals!
Study hard and know tie purpose I
Youl do greatl Love. Kelly

COUNSELORS-INSTRUCTORS needed! 100
positional Coed summer camp. Pocono
Mia.
PA. Good salary lips! (908) 689-3339.

Musicians- forming all girl band. Need piano
player, drummer, 2 violins, 2 guitars, 1 baas, 1
marimba and 2 trumpets. You supply ihe talent, we wil train. 726-8534.

AS MUCH AS $15,000 ♦ PER SUMMER IN
ALASKAN SUMMER EMPLOYMENT? YES,
BUT IT PAYS TO GET THE FACTS" IVE
DONE IT; I KNOW' FOR INFO SEND A SELFADDRESSED ENVELOPE TO: ROBERT J.
PATON; P.O. BOX 23397; KETCHIKAN, AK
99901.

Delia • KKG ' Delia ■ KKG

Camp Y-Noah ■ YMCA camp near Akron is
looking lo* counselors, waterfront staff, A specialty staff lor summer "94. Call Tina al
353-7815 for further Inlo. or slop & see us al
the Summer Job Fair on Tuesday, March 1.

Musioans - forming all girl band. Need piano
player, drummer. 2 violins, 2 guitars, 1 bass, 1
marimba and 2 trumpets. You supply the talent we w.ll tram 726 8534

Alaska Cannery Jobs!
Big Cash, Big Challenge, Big Experience.
Wo have Info. 1-800-41-NOMAO.

KKG' Delia ■ KKG ■ Delia

ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income
to assemble products at home.
Info 1-504-646-1700 DEPT.OH-6255

4 sublease's Avail, starting summer.
Rent $116/month. Call: 353-6515

HELP WANTED

KAPPA SIGMA * KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
LOS HERMANOS DE KAPPA SIGMA
DESEAN FELICITA A DAVID HOOVER POR
HABER DADO SUS LETRAS A ALICIA
WHITE DE KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
KAPPA SIGMA * KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA

■ Sun.

P»*
US

2 FEMALE ROOMMATES WANTED for the
FaH-94-Spnngqs Call Son|a at 353-5626..

DELIA SIGMA PI
Ul Elite.
Good Luck at Individuals' Know the PURPOSE
and you'll do jusl fine.
Love, Big Kelly
DELTA SIGMA PI * DELTA SIGMA PI'

WITH THIS
COUPON
EXP. 2/21*4
Additional llama Or
Chicago Sly I. . $1 Erlra

JO'S

2 Female or Male Roommates Wanted for
Summer "94 and possibly Fall ^4. 2 BR Apt 1 Furnished, AIR. Lots of room - caH Nick
353-0363.

INTRAMURAL OFFICIAL NEEDED: VOLLEYBALL - MANDATORY CLINIC • MARCH 1.
6-9 PM. SOCCER OFFICIALS - MANDATORY
CLINIC - MARCH 9. 7-10 PM APPLY IN THE
IM OFFICE, '30FIELDHOUSE.

Delia Sigma Pi
Secret Ul' Lisa Skldmore
Good luck at INDIVIDUALS!
Fraternally, Your Secrei Bigs

Tom,
You're so clueless I Haven't you seen the posters with the penguins? They're everywhere!
Career Planning & Placement is having a special orientation for Juniors lo help us gel a head
start on our job search It's this Monday A
Tuesday in the Community Suite al 3:30, 5:30.
A 7:30 pm.
Sue

WANTED

INTRAMURALS ENTRIES DUE WOMEN'S A
COED VOLLEYBALL - Mar. 1. WOMEN'S
SNGLS A DBLS RACOUETBALL • Mar 8.
MEN'S A WOMEN'S INDOOR SOCCER - Mar.
9. ALL ENTRIES DUE BY 4:00 PM ON DUE
DATEIN130FIELDHOUSE

f
COUPON
-\
, LARGE -1 ITEM ±mM \
I PIZZA
I Noon FrJ,
Sal. S

Bring your roommate's date He'll bnng yoursl
Delta Tau Delta

Ice Beer Happy Houra
at BRATHAUS Fridays 4-9pm
■Iso, Long Island Ice Tea - $1

Delta Sigma Pi
Lil Chris.
Good luck at Individuals, know the Purpose
Love. Big Angte

MASTE R TE ACHE R AWARD
Nomination forms are due March i
to the Miloti Alumni Center

XO* Sigma Chi * XO
Congratulations Amanda Bohardt on your lavaliermg to Fred Haver.
Xo* Sigma Chi *XO

Delia Tau Delta
Roommate Revenge Date Dash
6 30-9 00 at MARK'S
Bring your roommate's dale He'll bring yoursl
Delia Tau Delia

Delta Sigma Pi * Grand Lil Stephanie
I am behind you 100%. You are doing a great
job Keep smiting A know the PURPOSE You
wi I dog-eati"
Delta Sigma Pi * Delta Sigma Phi *
Stephanie * Stephanie' Stephanie'

THE BEST
SPRING BREAK DEAL IN B.G.I
ABSOLUTELY NO HIDDEN COSTS!
Panama Cfiy Beach, S139 that's all you
r»y
Daylona Beach, $99 lhat'a all you pay
7 nlghte/9 days, all rooms Ocean Front
Cad Scott or Luka 354-1626

XO'Pi Kappa Alpha'XO
Congratulations to Stephanie Haubert on her
lavalienng to Rod Gillespl
XO" Pi Kappa Alpha "XO

Delta Tau Delia
Roommate Revenge Dale Dash
6 30-9 00 at MARK'S

Delta Sigma Pi' Delta Sigma PI *
To my little. Deanna.
Good luck at Individuals! You'll do great!
Love Your Big, Leah
Delta Sigma Pi * Delta Sigma Pi'

Sue.
You're nuts" Resume Expert Plus is $201 There
must be a catch to that give-away' You probably have to have a 3.9 GPA 111 believe it when I
see ill Let me know when A where on Monday.
Tom

Volunteers needed to assist in a phone survey
for the Prevention Center Office. For more information, call 372-2130.

Delta Tau Delia
Roommate Revenge Date Dash
6:30-9:00 ai MARK'S
Bring your roommate's dale •
He*H bring yoursl
Delia Tau Delia

Delta Sigma Pi • Little Colleen.
Good luck at individuals Sunday. Know your
stuff - I know you'll do great. Remember the
PURPOSE I
Love, Greg

SPRING BREAK SPECIALS
WV Whitewater Inc. Boi 30
Fayettovillo. WV 25640.1 800-WVWRAFT.

UAO Spring Breakers!
Your final payment is due today) So hurry over
to ihe UAO office. 3rd HOOT Union.

HAPPYBIRTHDAYCM.FI

You're a great friend A roomiel
111 miss you next year! • Love yal Amy

DELTA SIGMA PI
LIL JENNY SE VERT
Good luck ai Individuls Know the purpose and
youll do greatl
LOVE, BIG MEL!
DELTA SIGMA PI * DELTA SIGMA PI'

SAE*SAE*SAE'SAE"SAE*
Brother of the Week. Chris Fink
Scholar ol the Week: Greg Oisen
Athlete of the Week Scot Pawky
Pledge of the Week: Chris Lape
Phi Alpha I
S AE * SAE ■ SAE * SAE ' SAE'

TIME IS RUNNING OUT)

BOB MARLEY Reggae Tnbute is at 9 pm
Sat. Feb.. 26. Lenhart Ballroom with
THE ARK BAND A Carribean Assoc event

PERSONALS

Hey Tom i
I heard that Career Planning & Placement Services is giving away tree Resume Expert Plus
4 other prizes to Juniors. I'm gonna win something! See you at the Union Monday mghil
Sue

Pamnng Co. seeking summer workers for BG.
Perrysburg, A Toledo areas. M/F, must be responsible A hard working. Painting experience
preferred, but not required. Reply evenings.
ask for Doug al 354-0209
Part-time telemarketing position. 8-10
hours/week Good communication skills required. Please call 877-5326
Part-time Waitresses and Bartenders.
Apply at LaRoe's, Grand Rapids.
Reliable, caring person needed to sit with my
child 3:45 - 7 pm Monday through Friday in my
Waiennlle home. 8780713.
SMALL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIPS Student Sprinkler Services now
has paid summer intern positions available
throughout Ml, IN. OH. Call Steve immed
1 ■800-265-7691.
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Ohio Motorist Assoc - AAA has summer positions available in our auto travel department for
auD ravel counselors. Musi be able lo read
maps and have excellent communication skills
Candidates should be available to tram during
spring break Our offices are located in Cleveland, Lyndhurst. Parma, Rocky River, Solon.
Geauga. Ravenna, Norwalk, Ashtabuia and
Youngstown. Call (216) 361-6016 or send resume 10 AAA Human Resources, 6000 S. Margmal Rd., Cleveland. OH 44103

AVAILABLE MAY
1 bdrm. fum. * 319 1/2 Ridge St
Call 352-0302, John Frooose

GEORGETOWN MA NOR APTS.
600- THIRD ST.
Now renting for 1994-95
(I2nvsch. year) and sum "94
Fully furnished 1 BR 6 2 BR Units.
Excellent location. Reasonable rates
Call 352-4966 or stop by
the budding. itO.
House for rent 3 BR unfinished. No pets. Avail.
in May. Call 354-8146 between 4pm and 9pm
Houses -1 4 2 bedroom apartments.
9 month - summer - year leases.
352-7454
MT.VERNONAPTS
802 SIXTH ST
currently renting for 1994-95
spacious, fully furnished 2-bedroom
A<C. diswashers. washer/dryer.
11/2 baths
Call 354-0401 or stop by Apt. 2.
Nice 2 bdrm. apt. w/ walk-in closet, 1 1/2
baths, dishwasher $4i0'mo plus electric.
Available now Call 352-7137after 3pm.
Now leasing
1-2-3 bedroom apartments 6 houses
3546800' We do allow pels
One bedroom apartment. 128 S. Summit for
Summer 94 and 94-95 school year.
1-267-3341.
Rooms available in BG home
Grad males preferred.
352-1631 or 354-6701, leave message
Sublease apt. • from now through Aug . or May
through Aug. Can lease up to 4 people. Call
354-8522

FOR SALE
CARVE RAMP
110/ch,$300o.b.o.
Call Tom ©354-6190

CAN YOU
RECYCLE WHERE
YOU RENT?

WINONA LADUKE
• Prasidont, Indigenous Women's
Notwork
• Director, While Earth Land Recovery
Prefect
• Founding Member, Woman of All Rod
Nations (WARN)

"Native Americans and
Activism"
Monday, February 28
7:30 pm Grand Ballroom
sponsored by Woman for Woman
'Reception afterwards by Woman's
Studios Papartmant

BG's Blue Box
Recycling Program
FOR
• APARTMENTS

• CONDOMINIUMS
• MOBILE HOMES
is available al:

•
•
•
•

Bowling Green Village
Parkview Village
Stadium View
Summit Terrace

• Winthrop Terrace
North & South

• Highlands
• Jay Mar
• Fore Meadows
• Village Green

Get Together...
and plant
a tree.

Stud0nts

contact your Landlord
Landlord* call
354-6226
lor Information and container*

THANK YOU
FOR RECYCLING!
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Die, all fitness freaks
by David Coahr«
1 was licking Hostess Twinkle
cream off my fingers and watching
this infomerdal starring hyperactive health and fitness guru
Susan Powter. She was bouncing
around my television screen like
Barney Fife on a pogo stick.
This woman truly Is amazing.
Supposedly, she once weighed
about a gazillion pounds and actually orbited the Earth, causing numerous solar eclipses. But then she
decided she wanted to fit into pants
that didn't have enough elastic to
routinely slingshot the shuttle
Columbia into space. So she developed this health and fitness
regimen for herself called Slop the
Insanity. which, ironically, does
seem fairly insane to anybody who
has ever taken pride in eating 12
boxes of Caramel Delite Girl Scout
cookies in one sitting.
Obviously, her fitness program
works, because Powter's waist
now has the circumference of a Mr.
Sally pretzel stick. If that weren't
enough, she has gotten a regulation Marine haircut, struts around
in tight sweatpants and barks at her

audience like a drill saigeani. I'D bet
money anytime that she could beat
the living tar out ofjoey Buttafuoco
if she really wanted lo and had the
time.
Anyway, I'm laying there, chewing and spraying Doritos crumbs all
over everything, looking like I just
ate a cow, when Powter starts waving this packet of lunch meat at the
audience.

Apparently, aerobics instructors have an
inner radar that allows them to sense other
instructors.
and fitness freak who lives in
Phoenix, Ariz., and teaches aerobics to businessmen who are afraid
their A type personalities will kill
them before they make enough
money to die in style. They meet in
Cheryl's dass three times a week
and spend the hour jumping
around, wondering if the exercises
would be easier if they changed out
of their business suits and set
down their briefcases.
I love my sister, but each time
By that time I was getting kind of she visits I want to hold her down
and force her to eat a box of Goo
nervous. Susan had disposed of
Goo Ousters. I swear you would
the lunch meat like it was toxic
have to view her under a highwaste that could make your eyes
glow red, and now she was show- powered microscope to find any
ing everyone a chart that explained body fat And she has this really
annoying habit of constantly being
how fat cells enter your blood and
turn it into something like the paste cheerful and bouncy and peppy. I
could make a fortune if I charged
you ate in kindegarten.
people a dollar each to smack her
One time, while Cheryl was visiting and annoying the hell out of
everyone with her happiness, she
came to my aerobics dass. This
was during a shameful period in
my life when 1 still listened to everything she said.
It was early Saturday morning,
and Cheryl and the instrudor were
the only two people who didn't
look like they had just been
dragged for three miles under a
trador-trailer rig. Apparently, aerobics instrudors have an inner radar
that allows them to sense other instructors. Cheryl and my instrudor
got so happy after meeting each
other they began prancing up and
down like cats in heat.
Of course, this was too much for
the other women in the dass, who
"Fifty percent fat. people!" she's
screaming at them, holding the
lunch meat at arm's length, like
she's afraid the fat is going to shoot
its way out of the package and
head straight for her butt.
It was the exact kind of lunch
meat I eat every day, along with
two pounds of potato chips, a couple of Snickers bars and that generic brand of pop that eats the paint
right off your stomach.

from the editors...
Two great features this
week. Peiffer and company
on a road trip and Dorian
and Amy eat bugs. Pages six
and seven.
We'd also like to introduce
a new "Reader Mail" feature.
Keep sending stuff and well
print your letter and answer
it.

Melinda Monhart Previews
The Wiz.' Page eight. Todd
Stanley has movie stuff on
pages four and five. Our own
Dave Coehrs has another
column on two, and Scott
DeKatch provides some
short-attention-span opinions on page three.
Insider. We're the magazine who says "nee."

That news alarmed me so much
that I sat up and swallowed a
whole mouthful of ice cream. A
guy has to be careful about sudden
ice-cream swallowing, because it
can actually flash-freeze his sensitive male equipment and make
him walk like he just got off a
horse.
The infomerdal reminded me of
Cheryl, my sister. She's a health

looked like they probably could
only get their pants on by laying on
their backs and kicking a lot. 1 could
tell they probably came to dass to
get away from their husbands,
who were still In bed, wishing they
didn't have kids, and from their
kids. who. at that moment, were
roDerblading through the house
and playing with matches.
Then Cheryl started doing those
impressive-looking stretching exerdses that only genuine health and
fitness psychos know how to do
correctly. She was wearing a formfitting aerobics outfit lhat showed
off her ripply stomach musdes. so
that every time she bent or lifted
they would contort and flex in an
enviable sort of way that made
everyone in ihe room want to
smash her face.
The instructor dapped her hands
for attention and announced that,
since almost everyone looked like
they had just been embalmed, she
would allow us to vote for either a
30-minute or a 60-minute dass.
When she said almost everyone
she flashed Cheryl a knowing
smile, which the rest of us immediately translated to mean: Everyone except my very favorite new pupil, Cheryl, whose aerobic shoes
none of you are worthy lo lick.
Obviously, everyone but Cheryl
voted for the short session. She
pouted for a few minutes, but as
soon as the music started she was
jumping and kicking her feet completely over her head, and induding her own fancy moves, making
happy comments like. "Whoo!"
and "Uh-huh!" and "Feel the
bum!"
Meanwhile, the other women
were gasping and floundering in
thar baggy sweats and their husbands' old work shirts, still tasting
thdr Slim-Fast breakfasts and
wishing Cheryl would get run over
by a pizza delivery car.
1 watched Susan Powter for a
few more minutes, thought of
Cheryl and her form-fitting span
dex, then upturned my bowl and
swallowed the ice cream in one
gulp. I might die fat, prematurely,
and walking like a cowboy, but 111
leave happy, pardner.
David Coehrs is a junk food hedonist who suffers an addiction to
Snickers bars.
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Assorted griping
an episode of "Beverly Hills
90210."
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Let's be brutally honest. Political
correctness is a thing of the past.
Hopefully. It was an evil plot to
undermine the English language,
the American way and free
thought.
And people are too damn sensitive. No one has the intestinal fortitude to tell it like it Is anymore. We
are turning into a world of Stuart
SmaHeys.

^YOUiCANi
Ibii Scott DeKatch
Well, it's thai time, that long, dull
stretch between the end of football
and the first day of baseball. The
roads are icy and the wind bites
like a frightened opossum. I'm
overworked, overdrawn and
underslept. Let's hear it for February.
Call me crazy, but nothing beats
a good rock show. And one for a
cause ... well, hey, I'm there.
Wednesday's AIDS benefit show
was loads of fun. Powder grooved.
The Sweaty Whiskers were unbelievable. Paste was on fire. Gone
Daddy Fich? Fantastic. Giraffe
Boy? Superb.

Well, Mr. Hackbarth,
you tell Mommy and
Daddy you're happy
they're together
since you'd be a
crook if they ever
split up. I tell you,
every time I kill
someone, I blame it
on the divorce.

Larry King is retiring and Bob
Costas is wrapping up his stint at
"Later." My life is becoming a big
void.
Name's Scott. used to be in politics.
Powder are one of the best
bands I have ever heard. Hopefully, they'll get out more copies of
their "Head" e.p. and impregnate
all of Bowling Green with the
groove.
Spiderman. Spiderman. Doing
things a spider can.
Rick Hackbarth has been getting
quite controversial, lately. First he
blames dysfunctional families for a
high crime rate. Now he's calling
homosexuality the root of all evU.
He's saying there should be no sex
education. He calls for a return to
the basics (and can't even spell
grammar).

Well. Mr. Hackbarth, you tell
Mommy and Daddy you're happy
they're together since you'd be a
How about the mass comm decrook if they ever split up I tell you.
partment pulling the rug out on the
every time I kill someone, I blame
prospective "After Dark'' pilot?
So our good bud Glen "the ragin' it on the divorce. Go on and slam
Now. although there is still an outwhat you don't think is normal a
side chance of this pilot thing going Pennsylvanlan" Lubbert Is on the
week after using your column to
"After Dark" radio show, discussthrough. I think it's just ridiculous.
beg for a date (what's the matter,
You pay good money to get an ed- ing, among other things, the
reasons he was 'removed' from his worried you might be gay?). And
ucation and move on to a decent
go on. Get rid of sex education. Let
job here at the ratcage a year ago.
career and the very institution
So, out offalmesstothe wo... wo kids find out for themselves, after
that's supposed to help you do so
... woman (phew) who86ed him.
they're pregnant or diseased before
backs out on you. That's just plain
Jason and Phil call her up and get
they're old enough to drive. And
cold, man (Okay J and P. when is
her comments. Obviously, she
when their children are bom to
show with Peiffer and Myself? You
had Kirk and Glen already, now lei's now has a "first rate journalistic ca- teenage parents forced to live in a
reer" at the Lorain Morningjournal crime-ridden neighborhood, let
go for the good stuff).
(a paper that sends Hs reporters to them go out and commit murder.
brothels in the name of journalistic You can just get rid of them then
with your death penalty.
integrity) and cannot believe our
Last we heard. Tonya Harding
friend is back at work. I say this:
was in 10th place. According to
Take any copy of The BG News
Trevor (of "One Man's Opinion"),
Thai's it. folks. Gotta git.
from last spring and any copy from
that means nine women are in
this semester and compare. Who
trouble.
makes the better decisions?
As for the whole thing, lay off.
Harding can fix a transmission fas
Scott UeKatch is a failed politiThen Jason goes. "Get rid of that
ter than any grease monkey in a
cian from Youngstown, Ohio. In his
Coehrs
guy.
TeD
him
to
try
being
five-slate radius. Sure, Kerrigan's
spare lime, he enjoys eating groundblack for a couple weeks Loser."
cute, but when I want to see
hog stew and listening to show tunes.
It was a good show.
spoiled crybaby white girls I catch

readermail...
Hello, just a short e-mail to lei you know Insider has really turned
around this year. It's obvious your sutf f is on the ball and interested in
stirring up this conservative campus.
Thanks.
TomHahn
PS. How many articles can DeKatch write? His name is on every
page.
D«ar To*.
Clad to hajaaa fairs* MflM «e. Doa't taw aboat "oa Baa
ban." as moat of this ta done Thursday night aroaad 11:30. but
w« do Bke to *Kr thing* up and provoke thought oa a pretty cooMnilhrtcwp.i To aaawcr your qaesrJoa, DaKatch Is a writing
marhlne Exactly how many articles ha caa writ* la oaa diualloa
la a mystery, khad of haw how aaaay lcka It takaa la get to tha
middle of a Tootala Roll Tootaht Pop.
-ada.
1 happened to be perusing Insider when. BAM! What do I see but
' 'One Man's Opinion" by Tom and Trevor. After an extended absence, they've finally resurfaced back in society. Here I had figured
their last article all those many, many Thursdays ago had gotten them
'lynched.' I guess it is true you just cannot keep a good journalist
down.
It's nice to see your current editorial staff has a good enough sense
of humor to allow their unique brand of humor. Keep up the good
work.
Duslin M. Ramsey
Dntta.
No oaa la aa happy about TaVTi return aa we arc Tap. they
were blackballed, bat Itt It go forth from this day forward that the
torch has beca pasted to i arw generation. Trevor aad Tom arc
Hl-Iarioaa aad hare aaorc baDa thaa every columnist at any other
pablcatloa coanbtaed. Aa a dlsungalshed Journalist once toM a
few of us who currently sit k» seats of power here: If you don't
have a sense of hamorsboot the ham an condition, yon V« got no
basfateaa being m Joaoallsm. Head on
— ada.

SPRING BREAK IS
ALMOST HERE!!!

The BGSU Caribbean Association proudly announces the following:
10th Annual Reggae Tribute to

P
i-

BOB MARLEY
Saturday

February 26
9 p.m.
Lcnhart Ballroom
(Union)

Now Available

with
THE ARK BAND

TWIMXAB
'hetendct Inv>">Nuu<t>on~

Sponsored by Caribbean Association

We can special order your
health and fitness needs!

NATURE
RESERVE.

Woodland Mall
(419) 354-2613

■
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MBY. WHY DON'T WE...

ROCK GOSaP FROM
THE RUCK SWAMP

TONIGHT: River Run Hike
Floaters at Easy Street. Rizzo at
Howard's and Sprags at Club 21.
SATURDAY: Plough Boys at PcJleyes. Cotton Mather and Suddenly
my Darling at Club 21, Big Dave
and the Ultrasonics at Easy Street,
and Rizzo at Howards. MONDAY:
Frank Russojazz trumpet. TUESDAY:Open Mike at Easy Street.
WEDNESDAY:The Endorphines at
Tuxedo Junction Howards, Jim
Franklin Jazz trio at PoDeyes.

LEFT OF THE DIAL...
This past Wednesday's AIDS
benefit concert at Howards was a
big success, repondedly earning in
excess of one thousand dolalrs for
David's House. T-Shirts are still
available for $8. so contact Mike
Cook or Sam Melendez.
Rumor has it it that Ohio's own
Royal Crescent Mob win be playing Club 21 this March. At least
that's what their fax told us.
WBGU-FM TOP TEN (week
endlnf 22/21/94)...
1. Gone Daddy Finch, "Hope
That You Get Where You're Wanting to Go."
2. Pavement. "Cut Your Hair."
3. Jawbox, "Savory"
4. Compilation. "Working Holiday-Dec."
5. Cub, "Betti-Cola"
6. Vambo Marble Eye, "Two
Trick Pony."
7. Jale. "Gold Leather."
8. Green Day. "DooWe."

9. That Dog.
10. Sweaty Whiskers, demo.

New movie offers old thrills
there's a catch - Emma cannot
property focus her eyes yet. Al first
glance, something win appear
blurry and unfocused to her. but a
day later, the image will appear as
though that person were really
there. How coincidental that Emma
sees the face of a killer one evening, but because of the delayed
reaction, the police have a tough
time believing her as a credible
One cop who does believe
by Todd Stanley witness.
her is Detective John Hallst rom (Aidan Quinn). who has a long track
by Todd Stanley
record with women. What are the
worth the watch
chances that these two will end up
"Everything is not as it appears." in bed? I'd place the bet.
The actors are what make this
That's the theory in the new thrilfilm fresh. Quinn is thrown into the
lerBUnk starring Aidan Ouinn and
mold of the usual womanizing,
Madeline Stowe. My theory on
tough cop, made soft by the fact
thriller movies as of late is "everythat he loves the woman that he is
thing has been done before."
Hollywood seems to having a hard protecting. But he manages to
break out of the mold in parts and
time coming up with an original
suspense movie. Alfred Hitchcock give quite a good performance.
Madeline Stowe plays another in a
managed to do It numerous times
long list of strong women's roles
in his career, yet lately, the entire
and once again gives an effective
movie business seems to be recyperformance. Her character Is very
cling the same old stuff. The only
different for a woman being stalfresh thriller in the last couple of
years has been The Silence of the ked, but at times falls into the "stupid victim complex," that affects
Lambs. Although entertaining,
many of the slasher flick characBlink borrows from such thrillers
as Seiof Love. Jennifer 8. Walt ters. Her dealing with the world of
vision, a world that has suddenly
Until Dark and Someone to
been opened to her, seem to be
Watch Over Me.
authentic. James Remar gives good
The story Is about a woman
supporting help as Qulnn's partner.
named Emma Brody (Madeline
As for the script, it was pointed
Stowe) who has been blind since
out before that it borrows heavily
she was eight. Her doctor (Peter
from other movies of the genre.
Friedman) pulls some strings and
Much of the plot and its twists
is able to give her a cornea transseemed as though I had seen them
plant, restoring her vision. Ah. but
before so it was hard to sustain
suspense. Flashbacks and hallucinations of people In the mind of
Emma, some of whom she could
not have possibly known, seem

Worth
the
Watch

Prices are Falling on
CD's and Tapes

«$& $11.96
as***,

$8.26

Save on our Large Selection of videos.
100's to choose from at always the
lowest price

WAL MART
Excludes double packs and e«tended length.
New Store Hours: Mon. -Sat. 7a.m.-11p.m.:
Sunday 10 a.m. - 8 p.m.

1120 S. Main St. at W. Gypsy Lane Rd.
BOWLING GREEN

out of place and gimmicky. Michael
Apted does a fine Job directing. He
uses the camera effectively to give
us the perspective of Emma's
newly acquired vision.
Blink won't give an audience
anything new in terms of plot, but it
will keep them entertained until
something comes along that is original. Hopefully, that "something,"
will be soon, because with last
year's dull thrillers that included the
likes of Silver, The Croih, The
Vanishing and the horrendous
Body of Evidence , it seems that
the movie industry has been scraping the bottom of the barrel. This
movie is worth the watch, but only
at matinee price.
Video recommendations i with
Aidan Quinn, Benny h Joon . With
Madeline Stowe, Revenge and
Worth Winning. And with both
actors, Stakeout
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'The Getaway' just a bad remake
Worth
the
Watch
by Todd Stanley
Editor's note: This column is Ihe
first in a three-part series about recycled movies.
One method of recycling involves taking a film that has
already been made, modernizing
the script without changing the sto
ry much, re-casting with the latest
big name stars and basdafly turning out the same movie.
The latest film to do this is The
Gctawiy. The original was made
in 1972 (not really that long ago)
with Steve McQueen and All
Mcgraw. The 1994 version casts
Alec Baldwin and Kim Basinger
opposite each other. The problem
with this remake is that directors
have much more freedom when it
comes to the use of nudity, graphic
violence, and explicit language. As
a result, the director Roger Donaldson relies on these liberties to convey the gritty feeling the film is
supposed to emit, rather than
shooting the film in this manner.
Baldwin looks fresh even though
he has been in a Mexican prison for
over a year, and Basinger comes
out of a trash dump with her still
looking managable. The original re
lied on gritty sets and characters to
show the grittiness that a Jim
Thompson story is supposed to
have. Also, the politically correct

nineties couldn't have the original
ending in which McQueen and
McGraw are caught at the end. Instead a lame ending is used in the
1994 version, pulling the punch
that the movie spent so long setting
up. What these changes accomplish is a remake of a film thai is
not as good as the original.
The only movie a film should be
remade, is if the filmmakers seek
to improve upon the original, thus
giving a reason why the film is being done again in the first place. But
what happens so often is that the
new version is inferior to the original as we have seen with The Getaway. Why should an audience pay
six bucks to see a movie at the
theater when they could rent a better version for two bucks?
Examples of these inferior remakes are abundant. 1950 alone
boasts three movtes that have
been remade. Father of the Bride
starred Spencer Tracy originally
and was remade in 1991 with
Steve Martin taking over the role.
Night and the City was remade in
1992 with Robert DeNiro playing
the role Richard Widmark originated. And Bora Yesterday has Ihe
showdown of Ihe screechy voiced
leads. Judy HoDlday in the original
and Melanie Griffith in 1993. While
these remakes weren't bad. they
were not as good as their
predecessors. Stephen Spielberg
even attempted a remake with his
1989 Always, originally done in
1943 asA Gay Named Jo*. Heck,
some filmmakers remake films
that they themselves have already
made before. Alfred Hitchcock did
a remake of his own original film
The Man Who Knew too Much as
did Frank Capra who did two re-

makes of his own original films.
Remakes that are good but inferior
to the original are the most com
mon case in a remade film.
Some horrible remakes are Ihe
Beite Midler bomb of 1990 titled
Stella (the original 1937 film with
Barbara Stanwyck called Stella
Dallas ) which earned Stanwyck a
Oscar nomination. The 1949 thriller D.OJL was made unthrilling in
1988 with Dennis Quaid and Meg
Ryan in Ihe new version. Mickey
Rourke and Anthony Hopkins up
dated Ihe Humphrey Bogart film
The Desperate Hoar in 1990.
neither film which was very good.
Even Martin Scorsese made a bad
remake with his rendition of Cape
Fear in 1991. Robert DeNiro as the
baddie was no match for Robert
Mitchum. who played Ihe pan in
the original. These films are a disgrace. Upon viewing the original,
See MOVIES, page eight.

'KaCeidoscope

TODAY AND TOMORROW
210 MSC
ADMISSION $1.50
REVENGE OF THE NERDS
8:00 pm

Palm Readings by Cathy
Fri. 6-8 p.m.

10:00 pm
SPECIAL SHOWING OF
JOHN HUGHS

Mon.-Th.
11-6
Fri.- Sat.
11-8
143-C E. Wooster
(behind MadhaUcr)
354 - 4015

over 500 units with SUPER locations

9 month, 12 month, and Summer Leases Available
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER

WEIRD SCI

iATURDAYONLY!
MIDNIGHT

iiHiimiiiE
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THIS WEEK AT THE

COLLEGE OF MUSICAL ARTS
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL THE MMAC BOX OFFICE AT
372-8171 OR THE MUSIC CONCERT HOTLINE AT 372 8888

TICKETED EVENTS
SUN/ MARCH 6 / 3 PM / LENHART GRAND BALLROOM ($)
VERDI REQUIEM
FREE EVENTS
THURS / FEB 24 / 7 PM / BRYAN RECITAL HALL
STUDENT JAZZ COMBOS
FRI / FEB 25 / 8 PM / KOBACKER HALL
CONCERT AND UNIVERSITY BANDS
SUN / FEB 27 / 8 PM / BRYAN RECITAL HALL
FACULTY ARTISTS SERIES: JEFFREY LYMAN, BASSOON
SUN / MARCH 6 / 8 PM/ BRYAN RECITAL HALL
BRYAN CHAMBER SERIES: VENT! DA CAMERA
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Sacred Path Readings
by Falcon
Thurs. 1-4 p.m.

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS

(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)
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Tarot Readings by Julie
Wed. & Fri. 2-6 p.m.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS

354-2260

Alec Baldwin and Kim Basinger in "The Getaway."

MOORE MUSICAL ARTS CENTER
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It's a bug-eating

BONANZA!
How many diets have you tried? Come on. you must have tried
something, especially if you reside on campus. With all the fried and fatty
foods dripping in grease gracing the hallowed dining halls, who could
olame you?
We've all tried them and. sadly, they do not work. Every diet fad found
in tabloids, talk shows or even scientific research seems to fail. Why?
Who has time to stick to it? Every fad known to man will not help you if
you give up.
You have not tried them all. though. One of the newest, healthy fads
revolves around those creepy crawlies found burrowing deep within the
earth.
Yep, that's right.. BUGS!
Rumor has it, cafes dedicated to the fine an of insect cuisine are virtually popping up all over New York. Chicago and Los Angeles.
All of these serve these yummies as entrees, desserts or any other
way imaginable with ordinary food.
They are not the first to discover this bizarre diet. Countries all over the
world have bug-eating in their history. For some it is a delicacy and others a way of life or a special little addition to an ordinary meal
In Mexico, certain parts of the Maguey, a cactus, a flower develops,
people pull the flower and the plant oozes sweet juices from the stem
called honey water, Professor Andrade for the ethnic studies department
says.
This honey water is fermented and becomes beer or cognac. But on
this plant, two insects develop.
"One is a worm which the Indians eat in several ways and in the same
plant a distinct fly grows and lives off the plant." he adds. "They also eat
that.
"My family would never have eaten these but I saw it in southern Mexico in a town of Cuautla." Andrade explains.
These people do not eat just any worm. They just eat ihli one. Still
other areas have their own specialty. Fried leaf-cutter ants are served in
movie theaters. They sort of replace the popular items in the United
States like popcorn. They're supposed to taste like bacon. Yum!
Many Third World nations already consume insects on a regular basis.
In Bangkok, people munch on wok-fried crickets and beetles. "Historically, locusts were eaten.'Jeanne Wright, health education director says.
These creepy crawlies are actually supposed to be a good source of
protein. A bit crunchy but a good source none the less.
"1 think overall they're probably a source of protein but even most
vegetarians surpass their protein requirement,'' Wright explains.
If people are facing a lack of excessive amounts of food, then more
people would probably be open to eating them, according to Wright.
"Personally, 1 would have to be very hungry!" she laughed.
Not so for Wang Juruda, who has broken world records with her running. In an interview with the New York Times, Junxia explained eating
these bugs were simply part of her training. Such yummy entrees as an
elixir from caterpillar fungus and soup made from the blood of soft shelled turtles were just a few. These are just a few old Chinese traditions
which are used like herbs and are fairly common to China.
Imagine those popping up In a Bob's Big Boy menu. It would cause
some ruckus for sure.
The New York Entomological Society's centennial banquet featured
many of these fine entrees. In looking for a theme for the banquet, they
arrived at the idea of eating their field of study.
They didn't just go out and pick bugs off of the windshield or anything.
These bugs were well raised on the very same stuff cattle consume. I
guess they're as clean as bugs can be.
•

J#

by Amy Deeb
and Dorian Halkovich
Some of the offerings included: entomological "trail mix." including
fried crickets and mealworms (nuttv flavored, they sav). An Australian
grub that tastes like sausage when roasted, or "fontina burschelta with
mealworm ganoush tastes mushroomy."
Also served were waxworm sushi with tamari dipping sauce and
other yummy meals.
The Cincinnati Zoo also held such an event as a fund raiser by the
American Association of Zoo Keepers. For one weekend, the zoo bought
recipe books and prepared them as part of an exibit for their insect
world. Yep. insect cook books do exist
"I tried them and I didn't think they were too bad." Greg Gramke of
the zoo's marketing department says.
He says they prepared chocolate chirpers (which are the buggy ver
sion of brownies) and caterpilliar banana bread as well as other fine Insect filled entrees.
The fine cuisine of sauteed insects may be up and coming, but Bowling Green simply does not seem to be soon in the market for these
delectible edibles.
"1 haven't been concerned with nutrition for the past four years, so
why should I care now?" Christine Everts, a senior biology major, ex
plains as her reason why she refuses to consider insects as an option.
Still others might be willing to try it.
"I guess if it was prepared and I couldn't tell what it was - I'd try It."
junior Kirsten DuVaul admits.
As for this reporter, Dorian Halkovich, I'd sooner shave my head and
take more stupid and worthless classes at the University than eat bugs!
Amy on the other hand disagrees with me. "Yeah, I'd try it It's good
for you. it's prepared and it can be hidden. It's not like we're scraping
bugs off our windshields and are frying them up with potatoes. I think
we'll get to a point where beef and chicken will become unhealthy because of how they're killed and doused with chemicals for freshness. I'm
sure we've all swollowed a bug or two in our lives and lived to tell or
even joke about it." she laughs.
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"Whatever
Was Free
A true story

Editor's note: This is the first installment in a short series entitled
Whatever was free.'' That was our motto. This is our story.
It all began around 3:30 p.m.
Saturday. By promising the record
pushers a lengthy artide. Shannon
Wolf (a.k.a. The Wolf) was able to
garnish us free passes to (he
Cracker/Counting Crows show at
The Stale Theater in Detroit. We
were In the mood for anything free
so we decided to pick up a twelve
of Wiedemann's (the beer in the
little brown bottles) and hit the
road in my Ford Escort (a.k.a. the
Red Stallion).
Several miles and a couple of
those handsome lagers later, we
were in the Motor City. However,
we didn't exactly know where In
the Motor City. In fad. the only distinguishing signs around us were a
Church's Chicken and a large grafit
tied billboard bearing BlDy Dee Williams' handsome mug.
"Hey look the guy from Star
Wars," I said naively excited. This
was obviously my first trip to Detroit.
"That's pretty neat Joe, but uh.
look to your left," The Wolf said.
Just then an gangly white man
appeared out of the corner of my
eye. The man proceeded to hock
on my window. He then removed
a grimy rag from his satchel and
smeared the hock evenly about the
window.
"Hey, do you know where the
State theater is?" I asked, rolling
down my window. 1 told you it was
my first time in the dty.
"Oh you mean the Fox Theater,"
he said giving me a wink.
"I don't think so, man," I said,
thinking thai he was pretty friendly
for a man who just hocked on my
window.
"Uh, Joe, I think that guy wants
some money for deaning your
window." Wolf interjected.
She was probably right. The
man was looking a little saucy.
"Yeah it's jusl right up the street
on the left in fact I'm on my way
there right now. How's 'bout a
ride?" he asked.
"Sure hop in." I said. You see. I
could do this because I'm a joumt Just kidding we won't start that
again.
So the unnamed man climbed in
the backseat of the Stallion' and
we were, as they say. off.
Sure enough, oft in the distance I
spied the brightly lit Stale Theater.
We parked and piled out of the car

**

by Joe Peiffer
after the sickly looking man
downed the rest of our fine
Wiedemann's lager.
"Name's Todd -- used to be in
politics." Ihe man said.
"Great," I commented under my
breath
We said goodbye to the window
hocker and journeyed off in search
of our free passes. The lady at the
front window didn't disappoint us
and we pressed on into the theater.

It was just then that I
discovered
Canadians are people
too. The border
guard looked up from
his notes and began
to chortle. That's
right chortle. For
those of you who
don't know, a chortle
is a lot like the noise a
calf makes when it's
with a very friendly
farm hand. Don't ask.

"Hey did ya hear the Counting
Crows canceled tonight?" commented a larger woman in a smaller dress. "The Voodoo Hippies are
opening up instead."
I looked at The Wolf. She looked
at me. We looked at our cups and
dedded this was no longer a two
I or three-beer show.
When the Voodoo Hippies took
Ihe stage. I was not disappointed.
Their lead singer was a darting
honey whose name escapes me.
Her voice was like silk. I still get
chills.
Next thing I know she was looking right at me. Of course by this
time I had began waving my arms
and shouting things like "Viva la
Hippies. Viva la Hippies." But that's
not important now.
The important thing is throughout the show she smiled at me.
Twice. She made me want to implode and become the bright
center of our universe.

The Hippies finished up their set
and made way for an amazingly hi
larious folk singer whose name
also escapes me (Like I said. The
Wolf and I decided this wasn't a
two-beer show).
Finally Cracker took Ihe stage for
a moshing fun-for-all. They played
"Take the skinheads bowling." The
Wolf and I were pleased.
"Hey Wolf, she smiled at me.
Twice," I said, still reeling.
"Great. You know -- you'll never
talk to her." The Wolf responded.
"Just let me live." I said
And she did. For a little while
anyway. Three minutes lo be
exact.
"Let's get out of here." The Wolf
said.
So we relumed lo Ihe "Stallion"
finding, thanks to Todd, we were
out of our tasty beverage. Just then
out of the corner of my eye, I spied
a nude Todd running towards the
car.
"Incoming!!" he screamed as he
threw himself on ihe hood of the
Stallion.'
"Let's get the hell out of here,"
The Wolf cried.
I concurred jamming on the gas
and throwing Todd onto the wind-

Ladies and gentleman there are
lots of times in your life when you
are kinda wrong. There are only a
few when you are really wrong.
Ladies and gentleman I was Rick
Hackhanh wrong.
The man who greeted us at customs would not even look at us.
He haled our foreign ness and all
With no idea where we where
thai came with it. The Wolf began
and plenty of time to kill thanks 10 to giggle.
Detroit's early curfews, we found
"Shut up Wolf." I said under my
ourselves once again without a
breath. "You're gonna get us demission. However, not for long. As ported."
we approached the tumoff on 1-75.
Then the man spoke. But il was
we caught a glimmer of hope in the not in just any voice. This man
form of a road sign. Il read bridge
played the old man in Pet Semato Canada two miles.
tary. You all know the one ("there's
a graveyard out back. Wouldn't go
"Wanna go to Canada?" I asked, out there if I were you. Might get
desperately seeking an interesting yourselfhurt.'-).
column.
"Citb'nshiD." he crooned.
"Sure." the agreeable Wolf an"U.S." I said thinking, ah. this
swered.
isn't so bad.
"Great."
"How long are you planning on
"I hear they're kinda assholes at staying in Canada?" he asked
customs." The Wolf slurred.
"Couple hours." The Wolf an"No worry. It can't be that bad.
swered.
These people are like the 51st
"Overnight." I answered overstate. I mean we own this counridding The Wolf.
try." I said, confidently popping
"Which is one is H. Overnight or
three pieces of Big Red in my
couple hours? Get your stories
mouth to kill Ihe smell of our earlier
See TRIP, page eight.
adventures.
shield leaving "butt print marks" all
over my newly cleaned window.
As we were leaving all we could
hear was Todd screaming, "I'm a
veteran, dammit. I'm a lover not a
fighter." I'm just telling it like I remember ii kids (Il wasn't a twobeer night).
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Peiffer and company attempt to cross into Canada. Well, not really.
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MOVIES

Continued from page five.

those involved in recreating the
film should be able to see the mistakes the first film used and known
how avoid the same things. But
these remakes always seem to fall
into the same pitfalls the original
did as well as creating some of Hs
own.
There are a few exceptions to the
remake policy in which the new
version is better. The hilarious
Dirty Rotten Scoundrels in 1988.
with Steve Martin and Michael
Caine is ten times better than its original from 1964 with Marlon
Brando and David Nivcn titled
Bedtime Story . Similarly. Brian
DePalmas 1983 version of Scarface starring Al Pacino blows away
the Howard Hawk 1932 version
with Paul Muni. In both cases, the
storyline is somewhat similar, but
the script has been changed
enough so that the film is fresh. But
this kind of remake is a rarity.
With Hollywood scraping the
bottom of the barrel searching for
story idea, and coming up with the
idea of remaking old works. I am
left with one question. Why remake
a film if you're not going to improve upon the original? I wish I
knew why. but my best advice to
you is that before seeing the remade version of a film at the movie
theater, you might want to save
your moneySki I KM'!

Ski I KM'!

Music part of 'The Wiz'
by Mellnda C. Monhart
searching for the yellowbrick road

some touching words that may
have been more effective had you
been able to hear her more dearly.
Her voice was pleasant but not
"The Wiz," a book by William F. vocal enough to carry her above
Brown with music and lyrics by
the music that drowned out her
Charles Smalls, directed by Dr.
voice.
Lundeana M. Thomas, is based on
One of Dorothy's first encounters
the story "The Wonderful Wizard Of is with the Scarecrow, portrayed by
Oz," by Frank Baum. However,
Terence L. Sims. His performance
don't expect to walk into this prowas one of the most enjoyable to
duction and sit to watch the trawatch. Sims was both fun and en
ditional story that you grew up
tertaining. His song "I was Born on
with.
the Day Before Yesterday.'' was
Dancers, singers and actors all
more effective than Jones' solo
take a part in "The Wiz." This pro- Sims performance contained not a
duction starts out with the mesdull moment and kept moving at a
sage. "If you don't take care of to
fast pace. His portrayal of the
day. you won't have a future.'' or
Scarecrow was comical and he
so Dorothy is to learn on her Jour- gave this character life with a disney through Oz. The purpose of
tinct personality that displayed
the creative choices made for this dear choices in his portrayal.
production were chosen specifically to present an African-American
Heath Huber was seen as the
perspective of this story and the
Tinman and he definitely deserves
importance of their cultural heritextra attention. Referred to by the
age. That is the reason for the land Scarecrow as the most spaced out
of Oz being set in Africa.
garbage can he has ever seen.
This production is full of bustling Huber's character wears a silver
activity all on account of Dorothy,
costume that attracts attention to
portrayed by Staceyjones, and the itself.
friends she meets along the way.
Cast members that deserve
Jones first solo, describing Dorothy's longing to be home, contained honorable mention indudeJanice
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Yean In The Making.
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NEW FOR FALL 1994
2 New Buildings At
Campbell Hill Apts.
All 3 Bedrooms Furnished
Give Us A Call For Details!!
GREENBRIAR INC.
224 E. Wooster

352-0717

L Short (Addaperle) and Yusuf
BausweH (Wiz). Other cast members are LaTonya L.Johnson (Aunt
Em/Glinda). Jibreel Scales (Uncle
Henry).Joelle Hayes (Lion) and
Laura P. Hester (Evilene). The
company is comprised of a group
of 24 people and the pit singers include seven people.
The efforts in this production that
are the most outstanding are the
costumes and scenery. This is the
most visually spectacular production of the theatre season. Margaret
McCubbln's costume design brings
out the African-American theme
even more with an array of colors
that are sure to catch even the
laziest eye. Scene designer, Bradford Dark, has taken this stage and
made it into the most dazzling
spectacle that the theatre department has constructed since last
semester's "The Importance of Being Earnest."
Although the visual scenery and
cast members provided a lot for
the audience to look at and be en
tertained by. the production was
too long in its entirety. However,
this musical was a refreshing
change from the norm of the
theatre department's productions
of this season.
The Wiz." runs today through
February 26 at 8 p.m. and February 27 at 2 p.m. in the Eva Marie
Saint Theatre, located on the second floor of University HafJ. Tickets
are $6 for adults and $4 for students/senior citizens. For more information, call the Box Office,
372-2719. or the theatre office,
372-2222.
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TRIP
Continued from page seven.

straight," our friend from up north
said.
"Couple hours, I guess." I said,
getting nervous because I heard
these people have noses for American rice beer.
"Where are you going in Canada?" the guard asked getting increasingly irritable.
"Uh..." I said, trying desperately
to think of that dty that hosted the
Olympics a couple of years back.
"Where are you going in Canada?" the man asked, fooling with
his holster.
"I don't know man we just, you
know, decided to come over
here... I didn't know it was such a
big deal... I mean I don't even
know any cities in Canada... We
were in Detroit and..." I cut myself
off. I was obviously flailing. Bad.
"I need a desinalion. We can't
Just have you going here and there
all about Canada." the mounty
said.
"Of course not. how about...
Windsor?" I asked hoping the dty
on the bottle was near the border.
It was Just then that 1 discovered
Candians are people too. The border guard looked up from his notes
and began to chortle. That's right
chortle. For those of you who don't
know, a chortle is a lot like the
noise a calf makes when it's with a
very friendly farm hand. Don't ask
Anyway the important thing is
that the man released us from his
grip and we were now in the great
Maple Leaf up north. We set out in
search of the mythical Canadian
bars.
Slay tuned kids because next week
we'll hear from the two hitchhikers
we picked up in Windsor. Excepting
this weeks ' 'butlprints'' it's all true
I questions, comments or concerns feel
free to drop me a line atjpeiffe@andy.bgsu.edu

Don(
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Pasquale
an uproarious
comedy Bet In
D A.Y T O N
(ype**~- the Wild West?
-Opera Goes Western!—

By Gaelano Donizetti
Sung in English
presented by

Join us for lots of laughter!
Performances at Memorial Hall
March 5 8:00 pm Kri. March II 8:00 pm
March 8
7:30 pm Sun. March IS 3:00 pm

Call for tickets today! 228 SING (228 7464)
Performance sponsors. Bunk One Dayton. NA;
Reynolds-Reynolds: The Provident Bank; Prudential Securities.
Members of the Dayton Tooling A Machining Association
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Lottery & Convenience Store
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Bob Evans for Breakfast and Dinner
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! $ Beer Prices $
Money Orders 44*
• Money Orders & Check •
Cashing Service
Where The Party Starts
South Side 6 South Side 6 South Side 6 South Side 6

SEGA CD's
SEGA

10 Great Breakfast Breaks
$2.99 and under

Prtie Fishier
Tf'tTirmlO'
NFttflnMtttt- SF vtDe*.
Diosont H»ri
Hi WeN* Coie JC Football

SUPER NES

5 new Homestyle Dinners
NEW MOVIES • NEW MOVIES

Where you won't go hungry
And you won't go broke
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■

1726 E. Wooster Street
Sun. - Thuts. 6 a.m. - 10 p.m.
For carry out, call 352-2193 W. & Sal. 6 a.m. - 11:30 p.m.
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• for love oi Money
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■ Double ObtetUon
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Lawrence Welk Show
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Movie
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up for
Spring Break
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SPRING BREAK SPECIAL TAB!
Publicaton date March 9,1994
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Movie
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NHL Hockey Montreal Canadiens at Toronto Maple Leais
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Olympic Winter Games

News

Olymp«c Wmler Games

Movie

Night Rhythms

|Nighi Eyes II

JC Penney
Styling Salon at Woodland Mall

E T SHOP o
10% off
o

everything with this ad

(does not apply to sole Items)
Expires March 31
• Now O.S.I fish foods
• PRO PflC dog St cat foods
• SolacUd SunS««d products on sol«
108° N. Main St. Bowling Green
(next to BG Lincoln/Mercury)
(419)352 4048
Come see our tropical fish
food refill station

o
o

«b

SPRING BREAK INSURANCE
Get your hair & nails in shape
before the sun gets to them
$3.00 off any conditioner
and manicure combination

(w/this ad)
-good thru March 19ths.ilim Hours:
M I 90Ojrri-830 pm. Sil 830i m • 600 p.m. Sun 1200-400pm.
354-0940

E
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Movie:

Evil Spirits

America's First Ice Beer!

63 S. Main St. 352-2595 VfiySL.
FAX: 353-5210
-&7Cw'
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Plan a Party!

It's Just Pure Beer!
Now Available at your
Favorite Bar - Restaurant
Carryout or Supermarket
Distributed Locally by
Acme Beverage, Inc.
Findlay, Ohio
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efett!

'248 S MAIN
354-8578

WINTER BLOWOUT SALE
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meet at

Kaufman's Downtown
for refreshments
& chicken wings.

Kaufman's

Kaufman's

lAny appetizer 1/2 price
i with a purchase
of a beverage
expires 3-4-94

One dozen
sauerkraut balls for
the price of 6.
expires 3-4-94

20%-50%Off '$M?
Cannondale Winter Jackets
Helmets
Bicycle Shorts
• All 1993 bikes special markdown*
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Sunday Special

r Buy one 6 inch Sub,

~|

Get one FREE
(Free sub- musl be of equal or lesser value)
(Limit one per customer per visit)

Sunday, February 27 ONLY
Woodland Mall Subway ONLY

€EEP
Woodland Mall • 353-0204

Advertise you Products
& Services in
The BG News
Publication March 9,1994
Deadline
March 1,1994

